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09.00-10.00 REGISTRATION 09.00-10.00 REGISTRATION 
Session 1  Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6 
Oral Presentations Oral Presentations Oral Presentations Oral Presentations Posters Posters 
Pres. Koulaouzidou E. Pres. Economides N.  Pres.Sakellari D.  Pres. Tolidis K. Pres. Matiakis A. Pres. Naka O. 
            
OP.001 
10.00-10.15 CHALVATZOGLOU E, MOURATOGLOU A,  
CHALVATZOGLOU S,  TSIANTOU D.   
YOUNG MOTHERS KNOWLEDGE ABOUT CHILDRENS ORAL 
HEALTH, DENTAL VISITS AND BREASTFEEDING 
OP.009 
10.00-10.15  TZIMAS K, TSIAFITSA M, 
GERASIMOU P, TSITROU E.   
ENDOCROWNS: AN ALTERNATIVE 
APPROACH FOR RESTORING EXTENSIVELY 
DAMAGED TEETH 
OP.017 
10.00-10.15  EGLENEN MN, 
TUGLU MI, AYDEMIR I,  GULEC 
A.   
THE CONDYLAR EFFECTS OF 
GRAPE-SEED EXTRACTION, 
STEM CELLS AND LASER 
THERAPY ON RATS 
OP.024 
10.00-10.15  GEZGIN O,  
KORKUT E,  BOSTANCI B,  OZER 
H,  SENER Y.  ANALYSIS OF 
SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS 
AND RADIOPACITY OF 
BIOACTIVE PULP CAPPING 
MATERIALS 
10.00-12.00 10.00-12.00 
            
        
PP.001 
TEKIC J, MANDINIĆ Z, CAIROVIC A.    
MAIN CRITERIA FOR EXCELLENCE MODELS HEALTH CARE 
PP.030 
NIKOLIĆ M,  POPOVIĆ J,  GAŠIĆ J, MITIĆ A,  
MARINKOVIĆ N.   
ADEQUATE DENTIST IN THE EYES OF PATIENT 
WITH DENTAL ANXIETY 
        
PP.002 
CITAK M,  BEKTAS B, OZKAN S.  TREATMENT OF SIMPLE 
ANTERIOR CROSSBITE WITH A REMOVABLE APPLIANCE : A 
CASE REPORT 
PP.031 
TRIFUNOVIC J,  BIOCANIN V,  MATIJEVIC S. 
DENTISTRY DOCUMENTATION AND ITS CENTRAL 
IMPORTANCE TO THE DENTIST 
        
PP.003 
ANDJELIC J.  
BREASTFEEDING AS AN ETIOLOGICAL FACTOR IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF MALOCCLUSION 
PP.032 
AVRAMOVA Ν,  MIHAYLOVA Ι,  DIMOV P, 
BONEV Β,  YANEVA Κ.  
WHAT BRINGS PROFESSIONAL SATISFACTION: 
SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF DENTISTS IN 
BULGARIA 
          
PP.033 
GEORGIEV Z, VLAHOVA A, KISSOV C, 
ALEKSANDROV S,  KAZAKOVA R.   
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF PEEK IN DENTISTRY: 
A LITERATURE REVIEW 
        
PP.004 
ZAFEIRIADIS AA,  KARAMOUZOS A, ATHANASIOU AE, 
ELIADES T, PALAGHIAS G.  
IN VIVO COLOUR EVALUATION OF VIVERA® AND ESSIX® 
CLEAR THERMOPLASTIC RETAINERS 
  
            
OP.002 
10.15-10.30 DELIGIANNI AI, SFEIKOS T,  KOUROS P.   
LASER AND LED LIGHT SOURCE RESIN POLYMERIZATION: A 
MICROHARDNESS COMPARISON 
OP.010 
10.15-10.30  TZIMA D,  ECONOMIDES N, 
GOGOS C.  
ROOT CANAL TRANSPORTATION INDUCED 
BY HYFLEX CM ROTARY SYSTEM USED BY 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
OP.018 
10.15-10.30 GÖKALP KALABAY 
P, ADEM SIYLI GZ, ÇANKAYA 
ZT. THE THERAPEUTIC EFFECT 
OF HYALURONIC ACID ON 
GINGIVAL DEPIGMENTATION 
PROCUDURE WITH DIODE 
LASER 
OP.025 
10.15-10.30 ALKURT M,  
GUNDOGDU M,  DUYMUS Z.  
EVALUATION OF COLOR 




ŞEKER ED.,GIZEM A.,  
TREATMENT OF CLASS III MALOCCLUSION WITH REVERSE 
HEADGEAR IN EARLY PERIOD- CASE REPORT 
PP.034 
GASIC J, BARAC R, POPOVIC J,  MITIC A, STOSIC 
N.   EFFECT OF ANTACID SUSPENSION ON 
ARTIFICIAL GASTRIC JUICE-INDUCED ENAMEL 
EROSION: AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 
PP.006 
GRIBIZI I,  GRAVINA GM.  
ORTHODONTICS IN ADULTS AS A PRE-PROSTHETIC 
TREATMENT - A CLINICAL CASE 
PP.035 
BARAC R, GASIC J,  POPOVIC J, MITIC A,  NIKOLIC 
M.   
EROSIVE EFFECT OF SOFT DRINKS ON CEMENTO-
ENAMEL JUNCTION IN VITRO: AN 
ULTRASTRUCTURAL AND PROFILOMETRIC 
STUDY 
PP.007RAZNATOVIC N, GANJOLA D. GUMMY SMILE 
TREATMENT 
PP.036AYDIN EG,  ÖZALP N.   SUCCESSFUL 
REPOSITION OF A MAXILLARY CENTRAL INCISOR 
AFTER 6 DAYS OF EXTRUSIVE LUXATION 
PP.008 
DUBORIJA A.  
THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPLEMENTING PREVENTIVE 
MEASURES IN CLASS III MALOCCLUSION 
PP.037 
KIRILOVA J, TOPALOVA-PIRINSKA S,  STEFANOVA 
VATCHEVA-DOBREVSKA R, KIROV D.     
OZONE THERAPY INTO MANAGEMENT OF 
DENTAL CARIES 
    
OP.003 
10.30-10.45 PINAR ERDEM A,  ŞEYDA ÜRKMEZ E,  SEPET E,  
GÜNEŞ H,  TOPÇUOĞLU N.   
ORAL HEALTH STATUS OF THE CHILDREN WITH ATTENTION 
DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER: A PILOT STUDY 
OP.011 
10.30-10.45 KERIM M, ESAD GUVEN M. 
REPAIR STRENGTH OF AGED BULK FILL 
POSTERIOR RESTORATIVE WITH 
POSTERIOR COMPOSITE 
OP.019 
10.30-10.45 KOCAK NA. 
EVALUATION OF THE ND-YAG 
LASER IN AGGRESSIVE 




10.30-10.45  ERGUN G,  SAHIN 
Z,  SEDA ATAOL A.   
THE EFFECT OF ZRO2 
NANOPARTICLES ADDITION TO 
HEAT-CURED PMMA ON 
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH AND 
WATER SORPTION/SOLUBILITY 
PP.009 
PAPADOPOULOS A.   
MICROABRASION,AN ALTERNATIVE FOR ANTERIOR DEEP 
POST-ORTHODONTIC WHITE SPOTS:A CASE REPORT 
PP.038 
COSGUN MT, TULGA OZ F.  SPLINT APPLICATION 
AND REVASCULARIZATION OF AN AVULSED 
TOOTH 
PP.010 
TÜRKER G,  YAVUZ I,  YILDIZ O.  THE EVALUATION OF 
SPONTANEOUS MAXILLARY INCISORS RETRACTION 




ILIC J, CUTOVIC T.   
USE OF TRANSPARENT PLASTIC ALIGNERS IN THE 
TREATMENT OF ORTHODONTIC PROBLEMS 
PP.039 
PETROVSKI M, MINOVSKA A, TERZIEVA O.       
ORAL LESIONS ASSOCIATED WITH WEARING OF 




KELMENDI S,   LAKO M, KELMENDI M,  BIDAJ A, 
XHEMNICA R.    
MIXED ORTHOPAEDIC- FUNCTIONAL THERAPY IN SECOND 
CLASS DENTAL MALOCCLUSION (A CASE REPORT) 
PP.040 
MANDIC J, MANDINIC Z, KOSANOVIC D.    
DECORONATION AND ADHESIVE BRIDGE, A 
TREATMENT TO PRESERVE ALVEOLAR BONE 
  
PP.041 
ZARKOVA ATANASOVA J, ZLATANOVSKA K, 
KOCOVSKI D, NASHKOVA S, DIMOVA C.      
RANGE OF COLOR PARAMETERS IN MAXILLARY 
CENTRAL INCISORS VERSUS THREE DIFFERENT 
SHADE GUIDES 
    
OP.004 
10.45-11.00 BULDUR B,  KAYABASİ M,  AYDIN MN.  
THE EFFECT OF PARENTAL FACTORS ON CHILDRENS’ DENTAL 
ANXIETY AND FEAR 
OP.012 
10.45-11.00 KUZUMI E, KUZUMI R. 
PALATAL DENTIN THICKNESS 
DETERMINATION BASED ON TOOTH 12/22 
DIMENSION IN FEMALE PATIENTS 
OP.020 
10.45-11.00 TALMAÇ  AC,  
ÇALIŞIR M,  ERTUĞRUL A,  
COMPARISON OF ER,CR:YSGG 
AND DIODE LASER ON THE 
CYTOKINES LEVELS IN GAP 
PATIENTS 
OP.027 
10.45-11.00  CHUCHULSKA B,  
YANKOV T,  IVANOVA A,  
GANCHOVSKA P,  TODOROV G.  




XHEMNICA R, RROÇO M,  KELMENDI S, ISUFI A.  
MANAGEMENT OF ANTERIOR DENTAL CROSSBITE WITH 
REMOVABLE APPLIANCES (A CASE REPORT) 
PP.042 
BILMENOĞLU Ç.    
COMPARISON OF TRIOS INTRA ORAL DIGITAL 
IMPRESSION SYSTEMS 
PP.014 




ANGELOVSKA B, DELCEV G, DRAKALSKA E,  ALI E, 
GORGESKA B, KOVACHEVSKA I.    RECOGNITION 
AND REPORTING OF SUSPECTED ADVERSE DRUG 
REACTIONS USING SDA-PHARMACOVIGILANCE 
    
OP.015 
VUČIĆ L, JULOSKI J,  VUČIĆ U, STANKOVIĆ O,  ŠĆEPAN I.  
OPENING OF MIDPALATAL SUTURE IN YOUNG-ADULT 
PATIENTS: CASE REPORT 
PP.044 
BAYINDIR F, DİKEÇ EV.     
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT LASER SYSTEM ON BOND 
STRENGTH RESIN CEMENT WITH ESTHETIC POST 
SYSTEM 
P.016 
IVIĆ S, STOJANOVIĆ L, STEFANOVIĆ N, PAJEVIĆ T, VUČIĆ L.   
ORTHODONTIC-SURGICAL TREATMENT OF SKELETAL 
FACIAL ASYMMETRY: CASE REPORT 
PP.045 
BECHERU I, RADULESCU R.     
 THE USE OF VACCUM- FORMED PLASTIC 
TEMPLATES AS TEMPORARIES 
    
    
OP.005 
11.00-11.15 BALAN A, MARTU STEFANACHE AM,  PINTILICIUC 
SERBAN V,  MAXIM DC,  VASILCA GAVRILA LM.    




11.00-11.15 CALISKAN I, 
EKREN O,UCAR Y.  
PORCELAIN CHIPPING 
EVALUATION OF CAST AND 
OP.028 
11.00-11.15 ILIC D, 
ANTONIJEVIC D, BIOCANIN V, 
POSTIC D, PETROVIC R.  
THE INFLUENCE OF 
P.017 
STOJANOVIĆ L, GALLUCCIO G, PAJEVIĆ T, STEFANOVIĆ N, 
IVIĆ S.     











ENRICHED CALCIUM SILICATE 
CEMENT 
PP.018LAZIC E, KONTOPOULOS K, MAJSTOROVIC N, 
NEDELJKOVIC N, MILOSEVIC O.    CHANGES IN CERVICAL 
LORDOSIS AND CERVICOVERTEBRAL MORPHOLOGY IN 
DIFFERENT GENDER AND AGE PERIODS 
PP.046MEDIC V, OBRADOVIC DJURICIC K, 
POSTIC S, RADOVIC K, ILIC D.    CORRELATION 
BETWEEN ABILITY OF DENTAL CEMENTS TO 
ALTER PH OF SOLUTIONS AND THEIR SOLUBILITY 
PP.019 
PETROVSKA J, PETROVSKI D.    WHITE SPOT 
DEMINERALIZATION IN PATIENTS TREATED WITH FIXED 
ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES 
PP.047 
OBRADOVIC DJURICIC K, MEDIC V, POSTIC S, 
ANTONIJEVIC D, ILIC D.     
AN ANTIOXIDATIVE CAPACITY OF SEVERAL 
LUTING CEMENTS MEASURED BY TWO 
METHODS 
PP.020 
YOVCHEVA K, MUSURLIEVA N, GOEV G.    
VERTICAL AND SAGITTAL SPACE MAINTAINING IN EARLY 
MIXED DENTITION 
PP.048 
UZUN O, ALACAM T,  YAVAS O, BULAK N.    
THE EFFECTS OF USING MAGNIFICATION AND 
ILLUMINATION DEVICES ON BONDING 
STRENGTH OF FIBER POSTS 
    
OP.006         
      11.15-11.30 KUCUKASLAN D, GULER C, BELDUZ KARA N. 
EVALUATION OF KNOWLEDGE LEVEL AND AWARENESS OF 
PARENTS ABOUT AVULSION AND CORONAL FRACTURE 
OP.014 
11.00-11.15 DEMIREL G, HAKKI 
BALTACIOĞLU I, KOLSUZ ME, ORHAN O. 
MICRO-CT EVALUATION OF VOID AND GAP 
FORMATION IN BULK-FILL RESIN 
COMPOSITES IN CLASS II RESTORATIONS 
OP.022 
              11.15-11.30 SAVEANU 
CI, DRAGOS O, ANISTOROAEI 
D, DANILA V,  GOLOVCENCU L.  
COMPARATIVE STUDY IN 
PREVENTIVE RESTORATIONS 
PREPARED WITH BURR AND 
ER.CR: YSGG LASER 
IRRADIATION 
OP.029              
 11.15-11.30 COŞKUN  EM,  
TUĞUT F, SARI F.    
THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT 
SINTERING PROCEDURES ON 
THE ZIRCONIA'S COLOUR 
PP.021 
TRPEVSKA V, KOVACEVSKA G, KANURKOVA L, 
KOVACEVSKI N.      
CLINICAL IMPORTANCE OF T-SCAN III SYSTEM 
COMPUTERIZED OCCLUSAL ANALYSIS IN PATIENTS WITH 
MALOCCLUSIONS 
PP.049 
PAPAKOCA K, KOVACEVSKA I.,KOCOVSKI D, 
PAPAKOCA G, STEFANOVA E.    
ASSESSMENT OF THE DEFINITIVE ROOT CANAL 
OBTURATION WITH CANASON - COMBIPACK 
SEALER 
PP.022 
OZKAN S, GOLLERLI YY, YAVUZ MC, CELIK E.   
TREATMENT OF OLIGODONTIA BY USING FIXED 
ORTHODONTIC APPLIANCES AND PROSTHETIC 
REHABILITION: A CASE REPORT 
PP.050 
ÇAKIR NN, DEMIRBUĞA S, ERKAYA I, BAKIR M.   
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE OF THREE 
CONVENTIONAL ADHESIVES IN EARLY OCLUSAL 
CARIOUS LESIONS: 18-MONTH FOLLOW-UP 
PP.023 
GURSES E, YAGCI A.       
ASSESSMENT OF CB12 EFFECTIVENESS IN ORAL ODOR IN 
PATIENTSWITH BONDED RAPID MAXILLARY EXPANSION 
PP.051 
DJUROVIC KOPRIVICA D, PUSKAR T, VULETIC 
RAKIC J, MILEKIC B,  JEREMIC KNEZEVIC M.     
  IN- VITRO TESTS FOR BIOCOMPATIBILITY 
EVALUATION OF DENTAL MATERIALS 
PP.024 
DINKOVA M.      
DENT@LIGN DIGITAL ALIGNERS IN CASE WITH CROWDED 
FRONT TEETH 
PP.052 
DOBRIKOVIC O, STANOJEVIC M, CICMIL S.      
THE USE OF GIC BY DENTISTS IN THE SOUTH-
EAST PART OF BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA 
    
OP.007 
11.30-11.45 SELIMOVIĆ-DRAGAŠ M, HUSEINBEGOVIĆ A.  
SURVIVAL OF A TRAUMATIC RESTORATIVE TREATMENT (ART) 
RESTORATIONS IN PRIMARY TEETH: 3-YEAR FOLLOW-UP 
OP.015 
11.15-11.30 DEMIRIZ L, BODRUMLU EH, 
TORAMAN F, NALE T.  
INTRARADICULAR SPLINTING OF AN 
HORIZONTAL ROOT FRACTURE BY USING 




SPASOVA Ν, DZIPUNOVA B, 
RADOJKOVA-NIKOLOVSKA V, 
STAVREVA N, SPASOV D. 
ORTHODONTIC 
MANAGEMENT IN MEDICALLY 
COMPROMISED PATIENTS 
OP.030 
11.30-11.45  SAGSOZ O,  POLAT 
SAGSOZ N.   
CHEMICAL DEGRADATION OF 
CAD/CAM CERAMICS 
PP.025 
RADOVIC I, NOGO ZIVANOVIC D, DAVIDOVIC B, 
STOJANOVIC N, KRUNIC J.     
ORAL HYGIENE HABITS, BEHAVIOR AND KNOWLEDGE OF 
AN ELDERLY IN BOSNIA AND HERCEGOVINA 
PP.053 
ATALAY P, GONULDAS F,  OZTAS DD.        
THE EFFECT OF HYDROFLUORIC ACID ETCHING 
PROCEDURE ON SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF 
THREE DIFFERENT ALL-CERAMIC SYSTEMS 
PP.026 
JOVANOVIĆ M, MALEŠEVIĆ A, KOLAR J, ĐUKIĆ DEJANOVIĆ 
S, TODOROVIĆ L.     
PREVALENCE OF DENTAL CARIES AMONG ADOLESCENTS 
WITH MENTAL DISORDERS 
 
PP.054 
GONULDAS F, ATALAY P,  OZTAS DD.        
 SHEAR BOND STRENGTHS BETWEEN RESIN 
CEMENT AND ALL-CERAMICS FABRICATED BY 
USING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES 
    
  
PP.055 
OZTAS DD, GONULDAS F, ATALAY P.        
EVALUATION OF SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF 
TWO DIFFERENT RESIN CEMENTS ON LEUCITE-
REINFORCED GLASS-CERAMIC CAD/CAM BLOCK 
  
PP.056 
DEMIRBUGA S, ÇAKIR NN, KAPLAN MH, UÇAR 
EN, BÜYÜKBAŞ H.       
 THE BOND STRENGTH OF UNIVERSAL 
ADHESIVES ON CARIES-AFFECTED DENTIN WITH 
OR WITHOUT ACID-ETCHING 
    
OP.00811.45-12.00  GEZGİN O, KORKUT E, GÜNEY ÇİLDAN B, 
ALAN R, YAĞMUR S. THE FREQUENCY OF VARIOUS SYSTEMIC 
DISEASES IN CHILDREN APPLYING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF 
PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY 
OP.01611.30-11.45  DELIKAN E. EFFECTS 
OF VARIOUS PULPOTOMY MEDICAMENTS 
ON COMPOSITE RESIN- DENTIN BOND 
STRENGTH 
        
PP.027MIHAYLOVA I,  AVRAMOVA N,  VASILEV B,  
BOJINOV P.   SELF-ASSESSED VS. CLINICALLY MEASURED 
LEVEL OF DENTAL HEALTH OF ADULTS 
PP.057HERDEM G, ERCIYES  MA, İMAMOĞLU 
ŞIRVANLI NN.      COMPARISON OF THE 
CYTOTOXICITY OF MTA AND PORTLAND 
CEMENT CONCENTRATIONS ON L929. 
 
PP.028 
FURTUNA Z,  MARCU D,  CIOBANU S.   
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION USED IN CANDIDA 
DIAGNOSIS 
PP.058 
DEMIRBUĞA S,  ÇAKIR NN, AKAY AT, ERKAYA I, 
BAKIR M.     
 THE BOND STRENGTH OF 5 DIFFERENT 
UNIVERSAL ADHESIVES TO DEMINERALIZED 
ENAMEL 
PP.029 
DAVIDOVIĆ B, JANKOVIĆ S, LEČIĆ J, RADOVIĆ I,  BJELOVIĆ 
L.   
ORAL HYGIENE STATUS OF CHILDREN WITH AND 
WITHOUT ASTHMA 
PP.059 
ÇAKIR NN, DEMIRBUĞA S.    
CLINICAL PERFORMANCE OF TWO UNIVERSAL 
ADHESIVES IN EARLY OCLUSAL CARIOUS 
LESIONS: 18-MONTH FOLLOW-UP 
    
12.00-12.30 BREAK           
Session 7 Session 8 Session 9 Session 10 Session 11           Session 12 
Oral presentations Oral Presentations Oral Presentations Oral Presentations Posters                Posters 
Pres. Kontonasaki E.  Pres.   Vlahovic Z. Pres. Pantelidou O. Pres.  Tsalikis L. Pres. Delantoni A.       Pres. Apatzidou D. 
        12.30-14.00             12.30-14.00 
OP.031 
12.30-12.45  IGIC M, OBRADOVIC R, TODOROVIC K, TODOROVIC 
A.  
PREVALENCE OF INTRUSIONS IN THE PRIMARY DENTITION 
  
OP.043 
12.30-12.45  APOSTOLOGLOU 
V,  FRAGKIOUDAKIS I,  
TOPITSOGLOU V, PANTELIDOU 
O.  
USE OF E-CIGARETTE, 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
PERCEPTIONS OF STEAMING 




BILBILOVA E, SOTIROVSKA- 
IVKOVSKA A, GEORGIEV Z,  
KOKOCEVA-IVANOVSKA O, 
STEVANADJIJA J. 
INFLUENCE OF PASTE CONTAIN 
CASEIN PHOSPHOPEPTIDE - 
AMORPHOUS CALCIUM 
PHOSPHATE ON ENAMEL 
AROUND ORTHODONTIC 
APPLIANCES 
    
  
OP.037 
12.30-12.45 VAKIRTZIAN GA,  VASILIADIS 
L.   
COMPARISON OF GENUINE K AND H 
STAINLESS STEEL HAND FILES WITH THEIR 
CHINESE COUNTERFEITS,SEM. STUDY 
    
PP.060 
CHONDRONIKOLA E, SIDERI M, DERVISOGLOU T, 
DELANTONI A.    
A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN 2D AND 3D IMAGING 
IN DENTISTRY     
PP.087 
ROBO I, HETA S.,PAPA P, HETA N.    
QUANTITATIVE CHANGES IN GINGIVAL FLUID, 
AS A RESULT OF SMOKING 
          
PP.088 
YILDIRIM TT,  OZAN G,  DÜNDAR S, BOZOGLAN 
A,  KAYA C.   
EFFECTS OF MORUS NIGRA EXTRACT ON 
ALVEOLAR BONE LOSS AFTER EXPERIMENTAL 
PERIODONTITIS IN RATS 
        
PP.061 
STYLAS A, KOUROS P, BATAS L.    
SOCKET-SHIELD TECHNIQUE IN THE ESTHETIC ZONE: A 
CASE REPORT   
PP.089 
BOLYAROVA T, PETKOVA S.   
CLINICAL EFFICACY OF PERIODONTAL PLASTIC 
SURGICAL PROCEDURES FOR THE TREATMENT 
OF MUCOGINGIVAL CONDITIONS AROUND 
TEETH 
            
        
PP.062 
NAMDAR PEKİNER F,  DÖNMEZ F, YILDIZ AN.   
ERODERMA PIGMENTOSUM: A CASE REPORT AND 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
PP.090 
DELIVERSKA EG,STEFANOV L.,  STOYANOV H, 
YOVCHEV D., MIHAYLOVA Z.  
LATERAL PERIODONTAL CYST– A CASE REPORT 
AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
        
PP.063ARSLAN ZB, BERKER YILDIZ D, YASAR F.  IMAGING 
TUBERCULOUS LYMPH NODE CALCIFICATION ON 
PANORAMIC RADIOGRAPHY AND USG:A CASE REPORT 
PP.091BILEN E, ÖKTEN  E,  TEZEL A, 
TALAMANOV C.   APICAL RESECTION WITH 
CORONALLY ADVANCED FLAP:A CASE REPORT     
            
                
            
OP.032 
12.45-13.00  SAPUNAROVA P.  
ORAL HEALTH AND CHILDREN OBESITY 
OP.038 
12.45-13.00  THODHORJANI A, KONGO P. 
ENDODONTIC COMPLICATIONS OF VITAL 
ABUTMENT TEETH  
OP.044 
12.45-13.00 GÜRBÜZ S, 
KURTULUŞ Ö, KÜÇÜK H, 
ORDUYILMAZ F, GÖKER B.   
  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
PERIODONTAL FINDINGS AND 
SERUM INFLAMMATORY 




12.45-13.00  EKREN O, 
OZKOMUR A, UR UCAR Y. 
ADHESION OF DENTAL 
PORCELAIN TO LASER FUSED 
COBALT-CHROMIUM ALLOYS 
PP.064 
YILDIZ DB, ARSLAN ZB, YASAR F.    
NON-SYNDROMIC MULTIPLE SUPERNUMERARY TEETH: 




TULGA Α, ÖMÜR DEDE D, ÇELİK E.   
AN ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT APPROACH FOR 
MISSING SANTRAL TOOTH WITH GINGIVAL 
RECESSION OF ADJACENT TEETH-CASE REPORT 
PP.065 
ANGELOVA I,  KANAZIRSKA P,  YORDANOV G,  PETROVA B.  
COMPLICATIONS IN THE PARANASAL SINUSES AFTER 
ENDODONTIC TREATMENT ESTABLISHED BY CONE-BEAM 
СOMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
PP.093 
CHENCHEV I,  IVANOVA V, NEICHEV D.  
APPLICATION OF A-PRF AND I-PRF IN 
COMBINATION OF BONE SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL 
FOR ALVEOLAR RIDGE AUGMENTATION 
  
PP.094 
KOTSILKOV K,  BOTEVA T.   
MINIMALLY INVASIVE SINGLE FLAP APPROACH 
FOR PERIODONTAL REGENERATION 
PP.066 
KANAZIRSKA P,  YORDANOV G,  AMGELOVA I, KANAZIRSKI 
N.   
RENTGENOMETRY UPON IMPACTION OF THE 
MANDIBULARY THIRD MOLARS 
PP.095 
DZARIC T, GANJOLA D.   
THE CLINICAL EFFECTS THERAPY IN THE 
CHRONIC GENERALIZED PERIODONTITIS 
STEOPOROTIC DISEASE ASSOCIATION 
    
PP.067 
KOÇ C, SAAT O, SÖNMEZ G, KAMBUROĞLU K.     
ASSESSMENT OF A PATIENT WITH AN ENDODOTICALLY 
TREATED TOOTH BY CBCT 
PP.096 
YETA N, NAZ YETA E,  GÜNEY Z,  AKKAYA MM,  
SONAT B.   TRATMENT OF AN ITCHING DEFECT 
WITH ENDODONTIC AND PERIODONTAL 
AESTHETIC SURGERY PROCEDURES 
        
    
OP.033 
13.00-13.15  BALTACIOGLU I, DEMIREL G, KOLSUZ ME, ORHAN K  
ANALYSIS OF MAXILLARY FIRST MOLAR TEETH MORPHOLOGY 
USING MICRO-CT 
OP.039 
13.00-13.15  ARI S, SONAT B, YILMAZ F. 
EFFICIENCY OF MULTIPLE AND SINGLE 
CONE TECHNIQUES IN OVAL SHAPED 
CANALS 
OP.045 
13.00-13.15  ALİ YAVAN M,  
GÖYMEN M,  MOURAD D,  
ÖZDEMİR S.   
EFFECTS OF PLAQUE 
DISCLOSING TABLETS ON 
PLAQUE REMOVAL AND 
GINGIVAL STATUS IN 
ORTHODONTIC PATIENTS 
OP.050 
13.00-13.15  GUNDOGDU M, 
ALKURT M, GUNDOGDU E, YESIL 
DUYMUS Z.     WATER 
SORPTION AND SOLUBILITY OF 
ADHESIVE RESIN CEMENTS 
PP.068 
ORHAN K, SEKI U, AVSEVER H, HAKIKI H.     
INCIDENTAL FINDING AS INVERTED PAPILLOMA: A CASE 
REPORT 
PP.097 
MILEUSNIC I, DAKOVIC D, RISTIC T, PEJANOVIC 
D, PAVLOVIC M.  
EFFICACY OF MELOXICAM AS AN ADJUNCT TO 
FULL-MOUTH SCALING AND ROOT PLANING 
PP.069 
DOGAN FB, CETIN B, AKGUNLU F.     
CENTRAL GIANT CELL GRANULOMA LOCATED IN THE 
MAXILLA:A CASE REPORT 
 
PP.098 
RISTIC T,  MILEUSNIC I,  PEJANOVIC D,  
PAVLOVIC M,  BOROTIC N.      
MANAGEMENT OF GINGIVAL RECESSION 
DEFECT USING PRF MEMBRANE 
PP.070 
CETIN B, DOGAN FB, AKGUNLU F.      
ODONTOGENIC CYST ASSOCIATED WITH IMPACTED 
MANDIBULAR THIRD MOLAR: TWO CASE REPORTS 
PP.099 
VELJOVIC T,  RAMIC B,  GUSIC I,  MIRNIC J,  
DJURIC M.   COMPLICATIONS OF INTRA-ORAL 
PIERCING-CASE REPORT 
PP.071 
MAGAT G, OZCAN S.      
PERI-IMPLANT TRABECULAR BONE ASSESSMENT ON 
PANORAMIC RADIOGRAPHS AND CONE BEAM 
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
PP.100 
GUŠIĆ I, VELJOVIĆ T,  MIRNIĆ J,  MILEKIĆ B, 
ĐURIĆ M.   
PLASMA CELL GINGIVITIS IN A HIV-POSITIVE 
PATIENT 
PP.072 
BELGIN EA, ADIGÜZEL O,  AKKUŞ Z.    
CONE BEAM COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY STUDY: 
MAKSILLAR CORTICAL BONE THICKNESS OF 
SOUTHEASTERN ANATOLIAN PEOPLE   
PP.101      
AFANDIYEV M, TAYMAN MA, AKKAYA MM, 
AHMADOV R.   GUIDED BONE REGENERATION 
IN PATIENT WITH ATROPHIC MAXILLA. 
    
    
OP.034 
13.15-13.30  GEORGIEV Z, KOVACEVSKA I, SOTIROVSKA-
IVKOVSKA  A, ZABOKOVA-BILBILOVA E, STEVANANDJIJA J.  
HEALTH OF FIRST PERMANENT MOLARS IN 12-YEARS-OLD 
SCHOOL CHILDREN IN PRILEP COMMUNITY 
OP.040 
13.15-13.30  TEKCE N, TUNCER S, DEMIRCI 
M.  
INFLUENCE OF FIBER ON FRACTURE 
STRENGTH OF ENDODONTICALLY-TREATED 
TEETH 
OP.046 
13.15-13.30 KORUYUCU M, 
KASIMOĞLU Y,  UZ S, BAHAR 
TUNA E,  SEYMEN F. 
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BAD 




13.15-13.30  KESIM B, 
SAĞSEN B, ASLAN T.     
EVALUATION OF DENTINAL 
DEFECTS DURING ROOT CANAL 
PREPARATION USING 
THERMOMECHANICALLY 
PROCESSED NI-TI FILES 
PP.073 
VLASKOVIC A, BIJELIC B, VASOVIC M, GAZIVODA D.    




JEREMIC KNEZEVIC M, MARKOVIC D, PUSKAR T, KNEZEVIC 
A, DJUROVIC KOPRIVICA D.     MRI EVALUATION OF 
TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT INTERNAL DERANGEMENT 
PP.102 
RADOJOVA NIKOLOVSKA V, POPOVSKA M, 
MINOVSKA A, MURATOVSKA I,     NIKOLOVSKI B.    
THE ROLE OF ESTROGEN ON GINGIVAL HEALTH 
IN PREGNANCY 
PP.075 
XYLAGKOURELI E, TSOMPANIDES G, ANGELOPOULOS C.    
CONE BEAM CT EVALUATION OF ODONTOGENIC 
MAXILLARY SINUS PATHOLOGY 
PP.103 
RADOJKOVA-NIKOLOVSKA V, POPOVSKA M, 
DZIPUNOVA B, TOSESKA SPASOVA N,      
STOJANOVSKA V.   
TREATMENT OF GINGIVITIS DESQAMATIVE 
CHRONICA 
PP.076 
LONDOU A,  XYLAGKOURELI E, VAITSIDIS Z, TSOMPANIDES 
G,  ANGELOPOULOS C.   DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF 
RADIOPAQUE LESIONS IN THE JAWS 
PP.104 
KOTSILKOV K,  DIMITROV R.   
MINIMALLY INVASIVE APPROACH IN THE 
TREATMENT OF ALTERED PASSIVE ERUPTION 
AND COMPROMISED ESTHETICS (CASE REPORT) 
PP.077 
YURDABAKAN ZZ, OKUMUŞ O, PEKİNER FN, ÖZBAYRAK S.    
EVALUATION OF THE MAXILLARY THIRD MOLARS AND 
MAXILLARY SINUS USING CBCT 
PP.105 
TSELIGKA L, MPAKALI E, PETRIDIS A, VOUROS I.   
NON-SURGICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENT OF 
PERI-IMPLANTITIS: A LITERATURE REVIEW AND 
CASE PRESENTATION 
    
  
PP.106 
YETİS E, OZTURK OZENER H, DOGAN B.   
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF LOCALIZED GINGIVAL 
OVERGROWTH: TWO CASE REPORTS 
    
    
OP.035 
13.30-13.45 HAZAR BODRUMLU E, DEMIRIZ L, SENYURT F, 
TORAMAN F  
TREATMENT OF ANTERİOR DENTAL CROSSBİTE IN EARLY MIXED 
DENTITION PERIOD: CASE SERIES 
OP.041 
13.30-13.45  ÖZŞAHİN A,  YILMAZ F, 
ÖZTAN M.  
ENDODONTIC TREATMENTS OF TEETH 
WITH DIFFERENT CANAL MORPHOLOGY 
OP.047 
13.30-13.45 STOJANOVIĆ L,  
GALLUCCIO G.  





13.30-13.45  CESUR AYDIN K, 
TEKIN A.  
EVALUATION OF DENTAL 
STATUS VIA BODY MASS INDEX 
PP.078   
UYSAL S, SARI S.  
MANAGEMENT OF THE SEVERLY SUBMERGED PRIMARY 
MOLAR. A CASE REPORT 
PP.107 
FIRKOVA E, SELIMOV P, BATALOV A.    
PORPHYROMONAS GINGIVALIS AND IL-1 GENES 
VARIATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC 
PERIODONTITIS AND RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS 
PP.079   
DOĞAN-KJSHDUSHUFH E,  ARAS S.   MANAGEMENT OF 
THE SEVERLY SUBMERGED PRIMARY MOLAR. A CASE 
REPORT 
PP.108 
ZOUFKA A, CHAZIRIS K, VOUROS I.    
 THE APPLICATION OF MINIMALLY INVASIVE 
SURGICAL TECHNIQUE (MIST) IN THE 
TREATMENT OF PERIODONTAL DEFECTS. 
PP.080 
  BONEV B.   
PSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENTS IN FDM 
– SOFIA 
PP.109 
EROGLU O, YILDIRIM HS, OLGAC V, KURU L.      
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF PERIPHERAL GIANT 
CELL GRANULOMA: A CASE REPORT 
PP.081 
  ANDJELIC I.   
ORAL HYGIENE HABITS IN PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 
PP.110 
GOKMENOGLU C, DEDE FO, TURKMEN E, KARA 
C.     
4-HYDROXYNONEAL AND GLUTATHIONE LEVELS 
IN THE SALIVA OF THE INDIVIDUALS WITH 
PERIODONTAL HEALTH AND DISEASE 
PP.082 
   VELEGANOVA V, KONDEVA V.   
SPECIAL ORAL CARE FOR CHILDREN WITH DIABETES 
MELLITUS TYPE 1   
PP.111 
ÇALIK M, KURU L, KÖSE KN.   
A FREE GINGIVAL GREFT USE IN 
AUGMENTATION OF MUCOGINGIVAL COMPLEX 
IN A CLEFT LIP/PALATE PATIENT 
    
    
OP.03613.45-14.00  SIOKIS V. RESTORATIVE MATERIALS – 
CHOICES FOR PRIMARY TEETH: AN EVIDENCE-BASED APPROACH 
OP.04213.45-14.00  MAZINIS E, 
LAMBRIANIDIS T. DENTAL CORPUS©: A 
NEW 3D VITUAL APPLICATION FOR 
DENTAL ANATOMY EDUCATION 
                
PP.083  MATIJEVIC S. INFLUENCE OF CONTINUOUS ORAL 
HEALTH EDUCATION ON ORAL HEALTH IN CHILDREN 
PP.112AĞRALI OB, AYTÖRE M, KURU L.    
TREATMENT OF AN IATROGENIC ROOT 
PERFORATION: A CASE REPORT WITH 6-MONTH 
FOLLOW-UP 
OP.053 
13.45-14.00  HOSIC Z,  
KOBASLIJA S,  BAJRIC E.  
MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS 
OBTAINED FROM DENTAL/ORAL 
TISSUE - A REGENERATIVE 
FUTURE IN DENTISTRY 
PP.084 
  VUKOVIC A.  
THE ORAL MANAGEMENT OF PAEDIATRIC ONCOLOGY 
PATIENTS 
PP.113 
OZTURK D, OZTURK OZENER H, KURU L.   
PERIODONTAL REGENERATIVE THERAPY OF 
INTENTIONALLY REPLANTED PERIODONTALLY 
COMPROMISED TOOTH: HOPELESS TO HOPEFUL 
  
PP.085 
  DIMITROVA M, KONDEVA V, RIMALOVSKA S, BOEVA T. 
CHILD ABUSE AND DENTISTRY: A SURVEY OF THE 
KNOWLEDGE OF BULGARIAN DENTAL PRACTITIONERS 
PP.114 
YILDIRIM HS, ILHAN MB, KURU L.    
USE OF GINGIVAL UNIT TRANSFER IN THE 
TREATMENT OF LOCALIZED GINGIVAL 
RECESSION: A CASE REPORT 
  
PP.086 
 GEZGIN O, KORKUT E,  ÖZCAN D, DEMIRAY F, SENER Y.  
EVALUATION OF DENTAL ANOMALIES IN PAEDIATRIC 
PATIENTS: A RADIOGRAPHIC STUDY 
PP.115 
BOZ C, AKKAYA M, BARBAROS R.    
TREATMENT OF MILLER III TYPE GINGIVAL 
RECESSION BY USING MODIFIED GINGIVAL UNIT 
GRAFT: CASE REPORT 
    
PP.116 
YILDIRIM HS, ÇELİK H, KURU L.   
 INCREASING THE AMOUNT OF KERATINIZED 
GINGIVA AROUND IMPLANTS WITH FREE 
GINGIVAL AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE GRAFTS 
      
      
      
      
      
      
14.00-15.00   BREAK             
Session 13 Session 14 Session 15 Session 16 Session 17 Session 18 
Oral Presentations  Oral Presentations   Oral Presentations   Oral Presentations Posters Posters 
Pres. Koulaouzidou E. 
Pres.  Bostanci H, Bakopoulou 
A. 
Pres. Andjelic J.,  
Encheva R. 
       Pres.  Ganibegovic 
M,  Angelopoulos C.        
Pres.  Naka O. Pres.  Melikidis I. 
                         15.00-16.30 15.00-16.30 
    
 
OP.066 
15.00-15.15  GUL AMUK N,  
ONER M,  KEKLIKCI H,  
GULNUR TOPSAKAL K,   
FACTORS AFFECTING 
TREATMENT COMPLIANCE 
AND PARTICIPATION OF 
PATIENTS WITH CLASS II 
MALOCCLUSION, USING 
FUNCTIONAL APPLIANCE 
                       
OP.054 
15.00-15.15   KALKAN Y,  GURSOY M,  GURSOY UK,  KONONEN E,   
DOGAN B.   
EFFECT OF NON-SURGICAL PERIODONTAL TREATMENT ON 
SERUM AND SALIVA RESISTIN LEVELS 
OP.060 
15.00-15.15  MASTROGIANNI A, 
TORTOPIDIS D, GOGOS C, KOIDIS P. 
FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF 
ENDODONTICALLY TREATED PREMOLARS 
RESTORED WITH DIFFERENT POSTS AND 
ZIRCONIA OR METAL-CERAMIC CROWNS   
    
OP.072 
15.00-15.15   OKŞAYAN R,  
METİN DAĞSUYU I, KAHRAMAN 
F.   
EVALUATION OF FEATURES OF 
MAXILLARY IMPACTED 
CANINES, WITH CONE-BEAM 
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
PP.117 
KOSTIC M,  IGIC M,  GLIGORIJEVIC N.   
EFFECT OF POSTPOLYMERISATION METHODS ON 
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DENTURE BASE 
RESINS 
PP.152 
ILIEV G,  PAVLOVA J,  FILTCHEV D, FILTECHEV A.  
METHODOLOGY FOR CREATING PERSONALIZED 
SMILE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF THE 
ACHIEVED AESTHETIC RESULT. 
        
PP.118 
GERDZHIKOV I.  
PROSTHETIC REHABILITATION OF A PATIENT WITH 
PARTIAL MAXILLECTOMY 
PP.153 
YORDANOVA G,  MLADENOV M.  
MICRODONTIA - INTERDISCIPLINAR CLINICAL 
APPROACH 
  
OP.06115.15-15.30   STANOJEVIC M,   
STANCIC V,MLADENOVIC I,  DOBRIKOVIC 
O.  MEASUREMENT OF RETENTION FORCE 
ON DOUBLE CONICAL CROWN USING 
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (FEM) 
OP.06715.15-15.30  GUVEN Y,  
PREVALENCE AND 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ECTOPIC 
ERUPTION OF FIRST 
PERMANENT MOLARS IN 
TURKISH POPULATION 
OP.07315.15-15.30    KESER G,  
ULAY G,  NAMDAR PEKİNER F,  
OĞUZ BORAHAN M.  




DISORDERS: A PILOT STUDY 
PP.119TOTI C,  GURAKUQI A, HYSI D, PETRO E.   
TREATMENT OF BILATERAL MISSING TEETH - CASE 
REPORT 
PP.154ALEXANDROVA V,  MANCHOROVА n,  
ALEKSANDROV S, VLADIMIROV S. CAD-CAM 
EVALUATION OF COMPOSITE RESTORATIONS  S 
WEAR IN HIGH STRESS REGIONS: A DESIGN 
STUDY 
        
PP.120 
GURAKUQI A, TOTI C, PETRO E, HYSI D, DROBONIKU E. 
PROSTHETIC REHABILITATION OF A PATIENT WITH 
OLIGODONTIA 
PP.155 
DAČIĆ S, MITIĆ A,  DAČIĆ M, BARAC R, ŠARIĆ G.   
THE MARGINAL GAP AROUND DENTAL 
NANOCOMPOSITE RESTORATION 
OP.055 
15.15-15.30   KOCAK NA, YETGIN YAZAR A,  YASAR GOKBUGET A.  
KERATINIZED TISSUE THICKNESS AS A PREDICTOR OF ROOT 
COVERAGE IN CONNECTIVE TISSUE GRAFTS 
OP.062 
15.30-15.45    OMUR DEDE D,  CELİK E,  
TULGA A,  ONGOZ DEDE F.   
AESTHETIC OUTCOME OF A MISSING 
TOOTH WITH IMPLANT SUPPORTED 
CERAMIC RESTORATION: A CASE REPORT  
OP.068 
15.30-15.45 KOK H, TASSOKER  
M,   OZCAN S.  
IS THERE ANY ASSOCIATION 
BETWEEN THE FACIAL TYPE 
AND THIRD MOLAR 
IMPACTION? A RADIOGRAPHIC 
STUDY 
OP.074 
15.30-15.45   IORDANOVA 
DIMOVA M. NONINVASIVE 





XHAJANKA E, BARDHOSHI M, HYSENAJ N, GJILO K.   
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT METHODS OF 
POLYMERIZATION IN COMPLETE REMOVABLE DENTURES 
PP.156 
QELI E,  HYSI D,  TOTI C,  PETRO E,  DROBONIKU 
I.   
 PERFORMANCE OF A BULK FILL- COMPOSITE IN 
CLASS II CAVITIES-TWO YEAR CLINICAL 
EVALUATION 
        
PP.122 
VOURTSA G, PAPADOPOULOU A, TOLIDIS K.   
REPAIR OF RESIN COMPOSITE, PORCELAIN FUSED TO 
METAL OR ALL CERAMIC RESTORATIONS 
  
OP.056 
15.30-15.45  PUCAR A, MATIC PETROVIC S, CIMBALJEVIC M,  
RADUNOVIC M,  KUZMANOVIC PFICER J.  
SUBGINGIVAL REGIONS AS POTENTIAL RESERVOIR OF CANDIDA 
SPP- PRESENCE AND METHODS OF SAMPLING 
OP.063 
15.45-16.00    HAKKI C,  RAIF A,  ELIF K.  
EVALUATİON OF THE EFFECT OF 
COMPLETE REMOVABLE DENTURE 
REHABİLİTATİON ON EXTRAORAL 
AESTHETİC 
OP.069 
15.45-16.00 BUYUK SK, 
KARAMAN A, SIMSEK H. 
 THE FRONTAL SINUS 
DIMENSION IN DIFFERENT 
SAGITTAL SKELETAL 
RELATIONSHIP OF PEDIATRIC 
ORTHODONTIC SUBJECTS 
OP.075 
15.45-16.00    PAPADIMITRIOU 
I, BURGMANN R, ALMAGOU 
P,SOTIRI V, GANOU L.   




INDIVIDUALIZED PEEK SHELLS 
PP.123 
PAVLOVIC M, PEJANOVIC D, MILEUSNIC I, RISTIC T,  
VUKOVIC B.  
3D RADIOGRAPHS IN PLANNING OF COMPLEX 
REHABILITATION OF EDENTULOUS PATIENTS - A CASE 
REPORT STUDY 
PP.157 
KORKMAZ TORUN E,  BAĞLAR S.  
EVALUATION OF CLINICAL AESTHETIC SUCCESS 
OF RESIN INFILTRATION SYSTEM 
        
PP.124 
MOKHTARI TAVANA PY.  
USE OF RESILIENT DENTURE BASE MATERIAL 
(MOLLOPLAST-B) IN THE MANDİBLE RESORPTİON RIDGES 
PP.158 
ORDU MA,   BAGLAR S.   
CLINICAL EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT CARIES 
REMOVAL METHODS: CASE SERIES 
  
OP.064 
16.00-16.15   GENC E, BUYUK SK, SIMSEK 
H.   
EVALUATION OF DENTAL STUDENTS´ 
MANNERS ABOUT EDUCATIONAL 
STRATEGIES, SCHOOL DURATION, 
SPECIALTY AND TECHNOLOGY       
OP.070 
16.00-16.15   AKKURT A,  
HAMAMCI O.   
INVITRO COMPARISON OF 
SHEAR BOND STRENGHTS OF 
BRACKETS AFTER DIFFERENT 
ETCHING METHODS 
OP.076 
16.00-16.15   TASSOKER M, 
AYDIN KABAKCI AD,DUYGU A, 
AKIN D, OZCAN S.  
EVALUATION OF MANDIBULAR 
NOTCH, CORONOID PROCESS, 
AND MANDIBULAR CONDYLE 




YILDIZ AN, ULAY G, NAMDAR PEKINER F, BORAHAN MO.   
PREVALENCE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 
PNEUMATIZATION OF ARTICULAR EMINENCE ON CBCT OF 
TURKISH SUBPOPULATION 
PP.159 
 GETOVA B,SOZOVSKA E,  MILOSHEVSKI N,   
PAVLEVSKA M,  JANEVSKA S,  CARCEVA-
DIMITROVA D.   REPORT FOR EFFECTIVE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF SCHOOL BASED SEALANT 
PROGRAM (SBSP) 
OP.057 
15.45-16.00  KEMER DOGAN ES, DOGAN B, YESIM KIRZIOGLU F, 
FENTOGLU O, 
 THE ROLE OF MENOPAUSE ON THE RELATION BETWEEN 
HYPERLIPIDEMIA AND PERIODONTAL DISEASE 
      
PP.126 
GROZEV L, DOSHEV V,  HRISTOV I,  PAVLOV B,  IVANOVA 
D.   
 A NEW APPROACH IN MAKING OSA APPLIANCE 
PP.160 
LONGUROVA N, ZLATANOVSKA K,  
KOVACHEVSKA I,  ILJOVSKA S, DENKOV N.   
CORRELATION BETWEEN CONSUMPTION OF 
THE CARBONATED DRINKS AND THE 
PREVALENCE OF DENTAL EROSIONS 
  
OP.065 
16.15-16.30   KÜÇÜKEKENCI AS, 
FUNDAOĞLU KÜÇÜKEKENCI F, ÖMÜR 
DEDE D.  
EFFECT OF BRAND AND SHADE OF RESIN 
CEMENT ON THE COLOR OF MONOLITHIC 
CAD/CAM CERAMIC 
OP.071 
16.15-16.30   BOREKCI C,  
OZKALAYCI N.   
EVALUATION OF FACIAL 
AESTHETICS OF ORTHODONTIC 




KARAISKOU G,  TASOPOULOS T,  ZOIDIS P, KOUVELIOTIS  
G.,KOURTIS S.  
 COMBINING PEEK AND NATURAL TEETH FOR AN 
INTERMEDIATE PARTIAL COVERAGE FPD. CASE PRESENT 
PP.161 
MOKHTARI TAVANA A, GOKAY O.   
A RESİN-BASED MARYLAND BRİDGE 
OP.05816.00-16.15   SOLOMON SM,  SUFARU IG, FORNA D, 
MARTU-STEFANACHE MA,  STOLERIU S. STUDY REGARDING THE 
EFFECTS OF PERIODONTAL MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTATION ON 
SUBSTANCE LOSS AND SURFACE QUALITY 
      
PP.128YILMAZ A,  KARAPINAR G,  SULUN T,  BAYRAKTAR 
BG.    USING OF RADIOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE WITH THREE 
IMPLANTS SUPPORTED MANDIBULAR OVERDENTURE: A 
CASE REPORT 
PP.162ANDREEVSKI A,  KOVACEVSKA I, 
GEORGIEV Z, ZARKOVA J.   COMPOSITE RESIN 
DISCOLORATION CAUSED BY EVERY DAY 
CONSUMPTION PRODUCTS 
        
PP.129 
YILMAZ U,  KANSU G.  
REPLACEMENT OF CONGENITALLY MISSING MAXILLARY 
LATERAL INCISORS USING SCREW-RETAINED IMPLANT 
SUPPORTED PROSTHESIS: A CASE REPORT 
PP.163 
KIVRAK  TC, GÖKAY O.    
THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS LIQUIDS ON SURFACE 
HARDNESS OF DIFFERENT COMPOSİTE RESİNS 
OP.059 
16.15-16.30    KONSTANTOPOULOU C,  KOUKI M, OIKONOMOU 
I.   
COULD SYSTEMIC CONDITIONS HAVE AN EFFECT ON CHRONIC 
PERIAPICAL INFLAMMATION? 
      
PP.130 
HRISTOV I,   SLAVCHEV D,   ZLATEV S,  HRISTOV S,  
DOSHEV V.    
SURVEY OF DEGREE OF AWARENESS OF DENTISTS ABOUT 
THE QUALITIES OF SOFT RELINING MATERIALS 
PP.164 
ISUFI A, PEPLA E, PLOTINO G, GRANDE NM, 
GAMBARINI G.      
FRACTURE RESISTANCE OF ENDODONTICALLY 
TREATED TEETH WITH CONSERVATIVE ACCESS 
CAVITIES RESTORED WITH THREE DIFFERENT 
COMPOSITES 
        
PP.131 
ÇINAR G,  ŞAKAR O,  GEÇKILI O,  BURAL C.    
 THE USE OF A ROTATIONAL-PATH DESIGN FOR A 
MANDIBULAR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE: A CASE 
REPORT. 
PP.165 
TSIAFITSA M, TZIMAS K, TSITROU E, GERASIMOU 
P.   
WHITE SPOT REMOVAL USING MICRO 
ABRASION: A MINIMAL INVASIVE APPROACH 
        
PP.132 
VUKOVIC B, PAVLOVIC M, MILEUSNIC I, BOROTIC N, 
MILINKOVIC N.     
CUBEX TM ZIRCONIA INDIRECT INLAYS – A CASE REPORT 
STUDY 
PP.166 
ANTONIOU I, AL MOCHAMANT I,  GEORGIADOU 
G, DIONYSOPOULOS D.     
DENTAL EROSION: ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT. 
        
PP.133 
JANIĆ M, JOKSIMOVIĆ E, GAVRILOVIĆ S, PUREŠEVIĆ M, 
SIMIĆ S.    
PATIENT’S MOTIVATION AS CRUCIAL FACTOR IN 
PROSTHODONTIC REHABILITATION 
PP.167 
SERINSOZ F, ERTAS E.     
 IN VITRO EVALUATION OF SURFACE HARDNESS 
OF MICROHYBRID AND NANOCERAMIC 
COMPOSITE AFTER OFFICE BLEACHING 
        
PP.134 
JANIĆ M, JOKSIMOVIĆ E, GAVRILOVIĆ S. ,  PUREŠEVIĆ M., 
SIMIĆ S.,  
CHELIOGNATHOPALATOSHISIS – MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
APPROACH TO THE THERAPEUTIC SOLUTIONS 
PP.168 
ERCIN O, ERTAS E.     
TREATMENT OF TRAUMATICALLY FRACTURED 
AND RETRACTED PERMANENT INCISORS WITH 
MULTIPLE APPROACH : A CASE REPORT 
          
PP.169 
TURKER AM, GULER E, ERTAS E.      
NON-INVASIVE AESTHETIC RESTORATIONS WITH 
DIRECT COMPOSITE RESIN: 5 CASE REPORTS 
        
PP.135 
CHEPTANARU O, CHELE N, BAJUREA N, UNCUTA D.    
ABUTMENT DESIGN FOR SINGLE TOOTH RESTORATION IN 
THE AESTHETIC ZONE 
PP.170 
KARAMAN E, GULER E, ERCIN O.    
EVALUATION OF MICROLEAKAGE OF CLASS V 
CAVITIES, RESTORATED WITH GLASS IONOMER 
BASED MATERIALS 
        
PP.136 
ÇETİNTAŞ S,  KARACAER O.     
TWO CASES OF LARGE DIASTEMA CLOSURE USING 
DIFFERENT MATERIALS WITHOUT ROOT CANAL 
TREATMENT 
PP.171 
SULUN T, GECKİLİ O, ERDOGAN Y.     
IMPLANT SUPPORTED OVERDENTURE ABOUT 2 
CASES 
        
PP.137 
OZDEMIR IA, TOKSAVUL S, TAMAC E, UNAL D.     
MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH FOR RESTORING 
FUNCTIONAL AND AESTHETIC REHABILITATION OF A 
PATIENT: CASE REPORT 
PP.172 
ÖZDUMAN ZC, TUNCER D.    
ESTHETIC AND FUNCTIONAL MANAGEMENT OF 
THREE DIASTEMA-PATIENTS 
        
PP.138 
UCTASLI S.    
COST OF TWO IMPLANT SUPPORTED MANDIBULAR 
OVERDENTURES OPPOSED TO MAXILLARY COMPLETE 
DENTURE 
PP.173 
DEMIREL G,  GÖNÜLDAŞ F, KILIÇARSLAN MA, 
GÜR G.      
SIMULTANEOUS RESTORATION OF MAXILLARY 
CENTRAL WITH CEREC BIOGENERIC REFERENCE 
TECHNIQUE: A CASE REPORT 
        
PP.139RADOVIĆ K, MILIĆ LEMIĆ A, ŽIVKOVIĆ R, 
OBRADOVIĆ DJURIČIĆ K, MEDIĆ V.  UNILATERAL PARTIAL 
DENTURE IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERELY RESORBED 
MAXILLA: 5 YEARS FOLLOW UP STUDY 
PP.174DEDAJ E, DEDAJ H, NASTI A.   PROBLEMS 
AFTER THE SAFE REMOVAL OF AMALGAM 
        
PP.140 
GÜMÜŞOK M, ŞIMŞEK E,  ERDEN M, DEMIRAĞ S, KARABEY 
U.   
EVALUATION OF HYGIENE, ATTITUDE, HABITS ON THE 
REMOVABLE DENTURES IN A GROUP PATIENT 
PP.175 
ALKAN F,  ARISU HD.   
EFFECTS OF CAVITY CLEANING METHODS ON 
BOND STRENGTH TO ENDODONTICALLY 
TREATED TEETH 
          
PP.176 
AIVAZI C, TOLIDIS K, GERASIMOU P.   
FIBERS IN RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY. 
CONTEMPORARY APPROACHES WITH CLINICAL 
CASES 
        
PP.141 
GOKKAYA M,  EKERBICER Z.    
FIXED DENTAL PROSTHESIS TREATMENT IN A PATIENT 
UNDERGOING SEGMENTAL MANDIBULECTOMY 
  
        
PP.142 
ZLATANOVSKA K, ZARKOVA-ATANASOVA J, LONGUROVA 
N, KOVACEVSKA I,    GIGOVSKI N.     
FRACTURE LOCALIZATION OF COMPOSITE VENEERS WITH 
DIFFERENT PREPARATION DESIGNS EXPOSED TO 
COMPRESSIVE LOAD 
PP.177 
CAYABATMAZ M.    
EFFECT OF RESIN INFILTRATION TECHNIQUE ON 
POSTORTHODONTIC WHITE SPOT LESIONS : A 
ONE-YEAR FOLLOW-UP 
        
PP.143 
GECKILI E, GECKILI O, AYBAR B, BURAL C.    
MAXILLARY OVERDENTURES RETAINED BY TELESCOPIC 
ATTACHMENTS 
PP.178 
PEHLİVAN ZC, SAATMAN A, DOGAN B.     
MULTIDISCIPLINARY TREATMENT PROCEDURES 
FOR A PATIENT WITH ANTERIOR DIASTEMA: A 
CASE REPORT 
        
PP.144 
MACIT SN.    
ORAL APPLICATION FOR SLEEP DISORDER BREATHING; A 
CASE REPORT 
PP.179 
EMMANOUILIDIS G, KARATZIOULAS K.     EFFECT 
OF DIFFERENT POLISHING SYSTEMS ON THE 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF COMPOSITE RESINS 
        
PP.145 
EKERBICER Z,  GOKKAYA M.     
REHABILITATION OF BILATERAL MAXILLARY DEFECT WITH 
AN OBTURATOR PROSTHESIS 
PP.180 
DERELI Z, ÖZTÜRK B.      
EFFECT OF STAINING SOLUTIONS ON COLOR 
CHANGE OF DENTAL COMPOSITE RESIN AND 
PORCELAIN 
        
PP.146 
OANA-CELLA A,  HORIA ŢIEREAN M,  DĂGUCI C,  
BURLIBAŞA M, TĂNĂSESCU LA.    
FEA STUDY IN BALL ATTACHMENTS IMPLANT SUPPORTED 
RPD WITH AND WITHOUT HOUSINGS 
PP.181 
ULKER O, KARAMAN E, ALAN K.      
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PRE-ETCHING TIMES ON 
MICROSHEAR BOND STRENGTH TO ENAMEL 
AND DENTIN 
        
PP.147 
YILDIRIM G, ERGÜDER B,  ÇAKIR M, BELLAZ B.    
IMMEDIATE-FUNCTION CONCEPT FOR COMPLETELY 
EDENTULOUS JAWS WITH FOUR IMPLANTS: CASE 
REPORTS 
PP.182 
PAPADOPOULOU A, VOURTSA G, TOLIDIS K.     
CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTS IN ADHESIVE 
CEMENTATION OF INDIRECT COMPOSITE OR 
CERAMIC ONLAYS AND ENDOCROWNS 
        
PP.148 
ÜRGÜN AC, GECKILI E, YILMAZ M, KASAPOGLU C.   
RECONTOURING THE SOFT TISSUES IN DENTAL IMPLANT 
RESTORATIONS 
PP.183 
GÜRSES M, KARABEKİROĞLU S, ÜNLÜ N.      
DİFFERENT TREATMENT METHODS FOR 
FLUOROSİS: TWO CASE REPORTS 
        
PP.149 
OZDOGAN A, DUYMUS ZY.    
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT SURFACE TREATMENTS ON 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ZIRCONIUM AND LITHIUM 
DISILICATE CERAMICS 
PP.184 
GÜNGÖR FS, KARABEKIROĞLU S.      
THE PREVALENCE OF DENTINE 
HYPERSENSITIVITY AND ASSOCIATION WITH 
DIFFERENT ETIOLOGICAL AND RISK FACTORS:A 
CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY 
        
PP.150 
KOVACEVSKA G, KOSEVA B, KOVACEVSKA DR, 
KOVACEVSKI A, KOVACEVSKI N,    TRPEVSKA V.     
PROSTHETIC ASPECTS AND PATIENT SATISFACTION WITH 
PMMA CAD/CAM PARTIAL DENTURES: A 3-YEAR 
RANDOMIZED CLINICAL STUDY 
PP.185 
SAGLAM G, CENGIZ S, KARACAER O.     
MARGINAL ADAPTATION AND FRACTURE 
RESISTANCE OF FELDSPATHIC AND POLYMER-
INFILTRATED CERAMIC CAD/CAM 
ENDOCROWNS FOR MAXILLARY PREMOLARS 
        
PP.151YAGCI F, USTUN Y, ZORTUK M, AGIRNASLIGIL M.    
EFFECTS OF TWO STERILIZATION METHODS ON FIBER 
POSTS’ BONDING AND FLEXURAL STRENGTH 
PP.186GÜNGÖR FS, GÜNGÖR MF.    UPPER AND 
LOWER MIDLINE DIASTEMA CLOSURE WITH 
DIRECT COMPOSITE RESIN: A CASE REPORT 
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
16.30-17.00  BREAK           
            
Session 19 Session 20 Session 21 Session 22 Session 23 Session 24 
Lectures Lectures-Oral Presentations Oral Presentations  
Lectures- Oral 
Presentations   
Posters Posters 
Pres. Minovska A,  Tripodakis AP . 
Pres.Poulopoulos A,  Popovski 
J. 
Pres.Venetis G. 
Pres.  Stanojevic  M, 
Denkovski M. 
Pres. Kontonasaki E. Pres. Gur G. 
        17.00-19.30 17.00-19.30 
LP.001 
17.00-17.30  BAKOPOULOU A, APATZIDOU D.  TISSUE 
ENGINEERING IN THE RECOSTRUCTION OF PERIODONTAL 
DEFECTS. PART I 
 
LP.005 
17.00-17.30   ANDREADIS D.  
ΟRAL-SYSTEMIC HEALTH AND THE ROLE 
OF DENTAL RESTORATIONS 
OP.083 
17.00-17.15    ANTIC S,  PAJIC 
S,  VUKICEVIC A, DJURIC  M,   
FILIPOVIC N.   
THE ROLE OF FRONTAL SINUS 
IN THE FRONTAL REGION 
TRAUMA: A FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS 
OP.093 
17.00-17.15     KISERI 
B,ÇAĞATAY D., YILDIZ M, SÜLÜN 
T.   
COMPARISON OF THE 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
INTRAORAL AND ARTICULATOR 
CONTACTS IN THE RETRUDED 
CONTACT POSITION             
    
        
PP.187YANKOV S, BOZHKOVAT, PAVLOV B, STANEV Y, 
YOANA GEORGIEVA Y. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RETRACTION 
CORDS AMONG CONTEMPORARY NON-SURGICAL TISSUE 
DISPLACEMENT METHODS: A CRITICAL LITERATURE 
REVIEW 
PP.228KIRILOVA J,  DELIVERSKA E,  TOPALOVA-
PIRINSKA S.  APPLICATION OF PLATELET RICH 
FIBRIN IN TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PERIAPICAL 
LESIONS 
LP.002 
17.30-18.00 APATZIDOU D, BAKOPOULOU A. TISSUE 
ENGINEERING IN THE RECOSTRUCTION OF PERIODONTAL 
DEFECTS. PART II 
 
LP.006 
17.30-18.00   MATIAKIS A.   
ORAL MANIFESTATIONS OF SYSTEMIC 
DISEASES 
OP.084 
17.15-17.30  GULER B, ISLER 
SC, URAZ A, BOZKAYA S,   
ÇETİNER FD. 
THE EVALUATION OF SOFT 




PROSPECTIVE CLINICAL TRIAL 
OP.094 
17.15-17.30    LIOSATOU R, 
TORTOPIDIS D, MICHOU S, 
KOUNTOURAS K.  
METAL-CERAMIC VS ALL-





ZDRAVKOVIĆ D, MILOSAVLJEVIĆ M,  ĐORĐEVIĆ M, TODIĆ 
J, KANJEVAC T.     
FREQUENCY OF REMOVABLE DENTAL PROSTHETIC 
RESTORATIONS IN CENTRAL SERBIA 
PP.229 
DELIC M.   
PARTICIPATION LUXATION AND AVULSION IN 
ROOT RESORPTION 
        
PP.189 
ATEŞ G, GEÇKİLİ O, SÜLÜN T.      
PROSTHETIC REHABILITION OF ANGLED AND 
MISALIGNMENT DENTAL IMPLANTS : A CASE REPORT 
PP.230 
KONTOGIANNIS TG,  KEREZOUDIS NP,  
FARMAKIS ETR.   
REMOVAL ABILITY OF MTA- AND BIOCERAMIC-
BASED SEALERS FROM OBTURATED ROOT 
CANALS: AN IN VITRO STUDY. 
LP.003 
18.00-19.00    MLADENOVIC I.  
TEMPOROMANDIBULAR DISORDERS: CURRENT FINDINGS AND 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
OP.077 
18.00-18.15   NIKOLOVSKI B, MINOVSKA 
A,  POPOVIC-MONEVSKA D, POPOVSKA M,  
RADOJKOVA-NIKOLOVSKA V.  
POSSIBILITIES OF THE TISSUE 
AUTOFLUORESCENCE IN DETECTION OF 
ORAL MUCOSAL CHANGES  
OP.085 
17.30-17.45  CAKMAK G, 
YAVUZ I.  
EVALUATION OF SOFT TISSUE 
CHANGES IN PATİENTS WHO 
TREATED WİTH RAPİD 
MAXİLLARY EXPANSİON 
OP.095 
17.30-17.45  GOKALP KALABAY 
P, YURDAKOS A, MANDALI G. 
EVALUATION OF THE HYGIENE 
HABITS AND METHODS OF 
REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE 
WEARER PATIENTS 
PP.190 
EKICI Z, GEZ A.    
TREATMENT MODALITY FOR MAXILLARY KENNEDY CLASS 
1 MOD 2 : DOUBLE CROWN TECHNIQUE 
PP.231 
PUREŠEVIĆ M,  ĐORĐEVIĆ L,  GAVRILOVIĆ S,  
MAKSIMOVIĆ M,  JANIĆ M.  
APPROPRIATE PREPROSTHETIC TEETH 
PREPARATION - PREREQUISITE OF OPTMAL 
THERAPY RESULTS 
        
PP.191 
    VAKOU D, PAPAZOGLOU K, DIOMATARIS M, 
PAPASTAMOS M, PELEKANOS S.    
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALOG AND DIGITAL 
WORKFLOW ON 10 CERAMIC VENEERS IN MAXILLA. A 
CASE REPORT. 
PP.232 
KOVACEVSKA I, DENKOVA N, PETROVSKI M, 
GEORGIEV Z, ATANASOVA S.    
IN VITRO EVALUATION OF DIFERENT 
GUTTAPERCHA TECHNIQUES FOR ROOT CANAL 
OBTURATION 
LP.004 
  19.00-19.30   NAKA O.  
CLINICAL AND LABORATORY PROTOCOLS FOR ACHIEVING 
PRECISION OF FIT AT THE IMPLANT-PROSTHESIS INTERFACE 
OP.078 
18.15-18.30  BURAL C,  KAYACIOĞLU B,  
GEÇKILI O,  BAYRAKTAR G,  BILHAN H.  
EFFECT OF APPLICATIONS OF TOPICAL 
AGENTS ON ACUTE DENTURE-INDUCED 
TRAUMATIC LESIONS: A CLINICAL STUDY 
OP.086 
17.45-18.00  AKBULUT N, 
KARA T, ÖZGÜR DEMİRALP 
K,KURŞUN ÇAKMAK E, BAYRAK 
S.,  
INCIDENCE OF MAXILLARY 
SINUS DISEASE, BONY SEPTA 
AND DIMENSIONS BY USING 
CBCT: A RETROSPECTIVE 
STUDY 
OP.096 
17.45-18.00   CAGLAR I, MELIH 
ATES SM, YESIL DUYMUS ZY.  
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT 
ADHESIVES AND SURFACE 
TREATMENTS ON BOND 
STRENGTH OF RESIN CEMENT 
TO PEEK 
PP.192 
ŞANVER A, ÖZDEN YE,  AĞAR B, PEHLIVANLAR F.      
IN THE PATIENT WITH ENAMEL HYPOPLASIA, SMILE 
DESIGN WITH THE PHOTOSHOP PROGRAMME; A CASE 
REPORT 
PP.233 
ÖKTEN E, YILMAZ F, ASLAN B, MUTLU KUL F. 
SURGICAL AND ORTOGRADE TREATMENT OF 
INTERNAL ROOT RESORPTION 
        
PP.193 
LIOLIOU EA,  TOURNAVITIS A, TORTOPIDIS D.    
FULL-MOUTH REHABILITATION OF A BRUXER PATIENT 
WITH TOOTH WEAR: A CASE REPORT 
PP.234 
KARAGÖLLÜ S,  HAYIRCI GK, ÜNVERDİ ELDENİZ 
A.  CONSERVATIVE MANAGEMENT OF 
EXTERNAL ROOT RESORPTION WITH TWO YEARS 
FOLLOW UP; A CASE REPORT 
  
OP.079 
18.30-18.45   ALEXIOU A, 
ANASTASOPOULOU K, MATIAKIS A.  PFAPA 
AND AUTOINFLAMMATORY PERIODIC 
SYNDROMES: AN INTRIGUING DIAGNOSTIC 
DILEMMA 
OP.087 
18.00-18.15  ERTAŞ U,  ATAOL 
M.  
EVALUATION OF NASAL 
AIRWAY VOLUME OF 
OPERATED UNILATERAL CLEFT 
LIP AND PALATE PATIENTS  
OP.097 
18.00-18.15  CAGLAR I, ATES 
SM, DUYMUS ZY.   
EFFECT OF POLISHING SYSTEMS 
ON SURFACE ROUGHNESS AND 
PHASE TRANSFORMATION OF 
MONOLITHIC ZIRCONIA  
PP.194 
AKARCA EM, SANVER A, KARASAN D, CANAY S.     
TREATMENT OF EXCESSIVELY DAMAGED TEETH WITH 
ZIRCONIA POSTS AND FULL CERAMIC CROWNS: CASE 
SERIES 
PP.235 
KARAGÖLLÜ S, ÜNVERDİ ELDENİZ A.    
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT AND SUBSEQUENT 
HEALING OF A HORIZONTAL ROOT FRACTURE 
        
PP.195KARABAS Y, DENİZ D, GÜNCÜ B, AKTAS G.     
ESTHETIC MANAGEMENT OF A PATIENT WITH 
CONGENITALLY MISSING MAXILLARY LATERAL INCISOR 
AND POLYDIASTEMAS 
PP.236PETKOVA D,  MARKOVA K, VANGELOV L, 
ZIDAROVA V, AVRAMOVA M.   IN VITRO STUDY 
OF THE ROOT SURFACE INTEGRITY AFTER 




18.45-19.00   YILDIRIM B, BARİS E, 
SENGUVEN B, GULTEKIN E S.   
ARE ODONTOGENIC CYSTS INNOCENT AS 
THEY ARE ASSUMED? REPORT OF 3 
MALIGNANT TRANSFORMATION 
OP.088 
18.15-18.30  SIDERI M, 
CHAITIDOU M, TACHMATZIDIS 
T, SAMARA E., NTABARAKIS N. 
BISPHOSPHONATE RELATED 
OSTEONECROSIS OF THE JAW: 
PROTOCOLS FOR PREVENTION 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OP.098 
18.15-18.30   ÖZDEMİR H,  
ÖZDOĞAN A.   
BOND STRENGTH OF SOFT 
LINER TO DENTURE BASE: A 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW AND 
META-ANALYSIS 
PP.196 
KOCOVSKI D, PAPAKOCA K, PETROVSKI M,  ZARKOVA – 
ATANASOVA J,    ZLATANOVSKA K.    
HYGIENE HABITS OF DENTURE WEARERS IN SHTIP 
PP.237 
BOYADZHIEVA E, DIMITROVA S, FILIPOV I, 
ZAGORCHEV P.    
TEMPERATURE CHANGES ON THE INNER ROOT 
SURFACE INDUCED BY WARM GUTTA-PERCHA 
OBTURATION TECHNIQUES 
        
PP.197 
BOUSNAKI M, CHATZIPARASKEVA M, KOIDIS P.    
TELESCOPIC CROWNS AS RETAINERS FOR DETACHABLE 
PROSTHESES 
PP.238 
SIMEONOVA E, BIBOVA N,  CANOVA S, 
ZAGORCHEV P, DIMITROVA S.  
CASE REPORT OF INTRAOSSEOUS ANESTHESIA 
AT ENDODONTIC TREATMENT OF MANDIBULAR 
MOLAR WITH IRREVERSIBLE PULPITIS 
  
OP.081 
19.00-19.15  MATIAKIS A, KIOULPEKIDOU  
T, ZOYLOYMI  M, IOANNIDIS D.   
SYSTEMIC SCLEROSIS: WHY SHOULD THE 
DENTIST BE INTERESTED IN IT? 
OP.089 
18.30-18.45  DOINA V, 
RAZVAN L, ALEXANDRU V.  
CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE 
ODONTOGENIC MAXILLARY 
SINUSITIS IN CURRENT 
CASUISTRY – DIAGNOSIS AND 
TREATMENT  
OP.099 
18.30-18.45   POŠTIĆ SD. 
PROSTHODONTIC 
RESTAURATIVE REPLACEMENT 
OF MISSING TOOTH BY 
IMPLANT IN THE UPPER DENTAL 
ARCH    
PP.198 
OZYILMAZ OY, KARA HB, GURLER G.     
EDENTULOUS MAXILLARY ARCH FIXED IMPLANT 
REHABILITATION USING A HYBRID PROSTHESIS: CASE 
REPORT 
PP.239 
BIBOVA N, TOMOV G, ZAGORCHEV P, DAKOV K.   
  CLINICAL RESEARCH OF PAIN, DURING THE 
ER:YAG LASER-ACTIVATED IRRIGATION AT 
ENDODONTIC TREATMENT 
        
PP.199 
KARA O, OZYILAMZ OY, KARA HB, DELILBASI C.    
EDENTULOUS MAXILLARY ARCH FIXED IMPLANT 
REHABILITATION USING A HYBRID PROSTHESIS: CASE 
REPORT 
PP.240 
KOC C, SONMEZ G, KAMBUROGLU K.    




19.15-19.30   DALAMPIRAS S, 
DALAMPIRAS F.A.T.,ZAPARAS G, 
DALAMPIRA M.  
A SURGICAL AND ORTHODONTIC ODYSSEY. 
REPORT OF AN EXTREME CASE: 10 YEARS 
FOLLOW UP 
OP.090 
18.45-19.00   PEJANOVIC D, 
PETROVIC M, VUKOVIC N, 
MILEUSNIC I, RISTIC T.  
USE OF PLATELET RICH FIBRIN 
IN SURGICAL TREATMENT OF 
PERIAPICAL LESIONS 
OP.100 
18.45-19.00  YILMAZ S,  ZAHİT 
ADISEN M,  MISIRLIOGLU M,  
OKKESİM A.   
COMPARISON OF 
MASTICATORY MUSCLE 
VOLUME AND OCCLUSAL FORCE 
DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN 
BRUXISM PATIENTS AND 
HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS 
PP.200 
CHATZIPARASKEVA M, BOUSNAKI M,LAMPRIDI V, 
KOIDIS P.       
THE “PARADOX” OF ALLOY SELECTION FOR CAST POST 
AND CORE FABRICATION    
PP.241 
AZMAZ NT, AYDINBELGE HA.    
ENDODONTIC MANAGEMENT OF MANDIBULAR 
SECOND MOLAR TOOTH WITH FRACTURED 
INSTRUMENT, ABSCESS AND PERIAPICAL LESION 
        
PP.201 
KARABAŞ Y, DENIZ D, GUNCU B, AKTAŞ G.     
ESTHETIC MANAGEMENT OF A PATIENT WITH 
CONGENITALLY MISSING MAXILLARY LATERAL INCISOR 
AND POLYDIASTEMAS 
PP.242 
EREN H, EREN I, YILMAZ F.      
TREATMENT OF EXTERNAL ROOT RESORPTION 
DEPENDING ON TRAUMA BY MTA: A CASE 
REPORT 
    
OP.091 
19.00-19.15  DALAMPIRAS S, 
DALAMPIRAS F.A.T., 
DALAMPIRA M. CYSTIC LESION 
OF THE MANDIBLE TREATED IN 
EMERGENCY 
LP.007 
19.00-19.30  KAMALAKIDIS SN.  
SUCCESS IN COMPLETE 
DENTURE TREATMENT; 
DETAILED INVESTIGATION OF 
CONSTRUCTION PROTOCOLS, 
OCCLUSAL SCHEMES AND 
EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRES 
PP.202 
TURP I, TURP V, TUNCEL I.    
 STRESS EVALUATION OF FOUR IMPLANT SUPPORTED 
OVERDENTURES 
PP.243 
NOGO-ŽIVANOVIĆ D, STOJANOVIĆ N,  
KANJEVAC T, TANASKOVIĆ I.    
THE EFFECT OF QMIX IRRIGANT ON REMOVAL 
OF CANAL WALL SMEAR LAYER 
          
PP.244 
GULTEKIN DS, COBANKARA FK.    
UNUSUAL MAXILLARY FIRST MOLAR VERIFIED BY 
CBCT SCANNING: A CASE REPORT 
    
OP.092 
19.15-19.30   DOGAN M,  
DOGAN DO,  OZSOY UCAR SU. 
CHRONIC PLASMA CELL 
OSTEOMYELITIS OF THE 




HADZHIGAEV V, ZLATEV S, VLAHOVA A, TODOROV G,  
GEORGIEVA I.    
 CEMENTATION IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL DENTISTRY. A 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
PP.245 
INTZES L, TZIMA ZD, GOGOS C, ECONOMIDES N.    
CYCLIC FATIGUE TESTING OF NICKEL TITANIUM 
ROTARY INSTRUMENTS: A REVIEW OF 
LITERATURE 
        
PP.204ZLATEV S, KISSOV C, HADZHIGAEV V, KAZAKOVA R, 
VLAHOVA A.     COINCIDENCE BETWEEN THE FACIAL AND 
DENTAL MIDLINES DURING POSED SMILE 
PP.246ŽIVANOVIĆ S, PAPIĆ M,  VLAŠKOVIĆ A,  
POPOVIĆ M,  LUKIĆ A.   FREQUENCY OF TWO-
ROOTED MANDIBULAR CANINES IN 
POPULATION OF CENTRAL SERBIA – A CBCT 
STUDY 
        
PP.205 
ANDRONACHE M, FEIER R, ANTOHE M, STAMATIN O, 
FORNA NC.    
STUDY OF BIOMECHANIC BEHAVIOUR IN PARTIAL 
REMOVABLE PROSTHESES 
PP.247 
MARAGKOU KL.    
ENTEROCOCCUS FAECALIS:INTRATUBULAR 
DISINFECTION ACHIEVED WITH CALCIUM 
HYDROXIDE COMBINED WITH DIFFERENT 
VEHICLES AS INTRACANAL MEDICAMENT 
        
PP.206 
ANTOHE ME, VASLUIANU R, ANDRONACHE M, FEIER R, 
FORNA NC.      
STATISTICAL STUDIES REGARDING THERAPEUTIC 
APPROACHES FOR EDENTULOUS CLINICAL CASES IN 
STUDENTS`PRACTICAL STAGES 
PP.248 
ROUSSOU K, SIDIROPOULOS K.     
REGENERATIVE ENDODONTIC TREATMENT IN 
TEETH WITH IMMATURE APICES 
        
PP.207 
SARIVASILEIOU D, CHATZAKI N, KALANTIDIS K.  
IMMEDIATE IMPLANT RESTORATION IN THE AESTHETIC 
ZONE. CASE REPORT 
PP.249 
CANPOLAT N, ÇOBANKARA FK.   
 INTENTIONAL REPLANTATION OF AN 
ENDODONTICALLY COMPROMISED HOPELESS 
TOOTH 
        
PP.208 
GECKILI O, GECKILI E, CANAN BURAL H.   
TRANSITION OF A 2 IMPLANT RETAINED MANDIBULAR 
OVERDENTURE TO IMPLANT SUPPORTED FIXED 
PROSTHESIS 
PP.250 
SIDIROPOULOS K, ROUSSOU K, ECONOMIDES N.   
REGENERATIVE PROCEDURES ON ENDODONTIC 
SURGERY: A CASE REPORT AND A LITERATURE 
REVIEW. 
        
PP.209 
DAKOVIC D,  PETKOVIC-CURCIN A, TATIC Z,  VOJVODIC D.  
LOCAL IMMUNE RESPONSE OF THE PERIIMPLANT TISSUES 
RELATED TO DENTAL PLAQUE AND GINGIVAL INDEXES 
PP.251 
ZIOUTIS V, IDZAHI K, PANTELIDOU O.    
MULTIPLE DENS EVAGINATUS ON THE 
PREMOLARS OF A 14 YEAR-OLD CHINESE GIRL. 
CASE REPORT 
        
 
PP.210 
RAKASEVIC D, ALEKSIC Z, NIKOLIC JAKOBA N, ROGANOVIC 
J, LAZIC Z.   
 IMPACT OF PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY ON CLINICAL AND 
IMMUNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS IN THE TREATMENT OF 
PERIIMPLANTITIS 
PP.252 
LACEVIC A, SARAJLIJA M, KAPUR POJSKIC L, 
POJSKIC N, BAJROVIC K.    
MOLECULAR-GENETIC TECHNIQUE STUDYING 
THE ORIGIN OF ANAEROBIC BACTERIA IN 
PRIMARY ENDODONTIC INFECTIONS 
        
PP.211 
TACHMATZIDIS T, SAMARA E, DABARAKIS N.    
MAXILLARY SINUS ELEVATION AND SIMULTANEUS 
IMPLANT PLACEMENT USING PRGF - A CASE REPORT 
PP.253 
FUNDAOĞLU KÜÇÜKEKENCI F, KÜÇÜKEKENCI 
AS.      
CROWN REATTACHMENT WITH COMPLICATED 
CROWN FRACTURE USING FIBER-REINFORCED 
POST 
        
PP.212 
SLABARI E, TESTIMITANU N, CIOBANU G.   
SOFT AND HARD TISSUE MANAGEMENT FOR A SINGLE -
TOOTH RESTORATION AT THE FRONT-IMMEDIATE 
IMPLANTATION 
PP.254 
ISUFI A, PLOTINO G, GRANDE NM, XHEMNICA R, 
GAMBARINI G.    3D QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES 
OF MINIMALLY INVASIVE ENDODONTIC CAVITY 
        
PP.213 
DABIJA I, CHELE N, MOSTOVEI A, TOPALO V.  
LATERAL SINUS FLOOR ELEVATION WITH IMMEDIATE 
IMPLANT PLACEMENT WITHOUT GRAFTING MATERIAL 
PP.255 
AYDINBELGE HA, YILMAZ MO.   DENTINAL 
CRACK FORMATION AFTER ROOT CANAL 
PREPARATION: ROTARY VERSUS RECIPROCAL 
INSTRUMENTATION 
        
PP.214 
CHELE N, MOSTOVEI A, DABIJA I, TOPALO V,  ZĂNOAGĂ O.     
EARLY TYPE TWO FLAPLESS PLACEMENT OF TWO-PIECE 
DENTAL IMPLANTS USING NON-SUBMERGED APPROACH. 
ONE YEAR FOLLOW-UP. 
PP.256 
SUBASHI E, HYSI N.    
THE PERCENTAGE, THE QUALITY AND OTHER 
DATA ABOUT ENDODONTIC TREATMENTS IN AN 
ALBANIAN ADULT POPULATION 
        
PP.215ZANOAGA O, MOSTOVEI A, CHELE N, TOPALO V.   
DENTAL IMPLANTS PLACEMENT IN PATIENTS UNDER 
ANTICOAGULANT TREATMENT. 
PP.257SAĞLAM BC, HAZAR E, KOÇAK MM, 
KOÇAK S, TÜRKER SA.     THE CLEANING 
EFFICACY OF PASSIVE ULTRASONIC IRRIGATION 
AND XP-ENDO FINISHER AFTER POST SPACE 
PREPARATION 
        
PP.216 
ZGIRCEA A, CHELE N, ZANOAGA O, DABIJA I, MOSTOVEI 
M.   ONE YEAR FOLLOW-UP OF BONE LOSS AROUND 
IMMEDIATE VERSUS CONVENTIONAL LOADED IMPLANTS 
PP.258 
BJELOVIĆ L, KRUNIĆ J, ERIĆ J, LEČIĆ J, KANJEVAC 
T.       THE EFFECT OF INTERACTION BETWEEN 
DIFFERENT ENDODONTIC IRRIGANTS ON 
DENTINAL PERMEABILITY 
        
PP.217 
NIKOLOVSKI B, MINOVSKA A, RADOJKOVA NIKOLOVSKA 
V, CVETANOVSKA STOJCEVA D,  ALEKSANDROVSKA A.  
IMPLANT-SUPPORTED FRONT TOOTH REPLACEMENT 
PP.259 
ŽUŽA A, DAVIDOVIĆ L, KRUNIĆ J, JOKSIMOVIĆ B, 
VUJAŠKOVIĆ M.         INCIDENCE OF 
POSTOPERATIVE PAIN AFTER ONE-
APPOINTMENT ENDODONTIC TREATMENT 
USING TWO DIFFERENT IRRIGATION METHODS 
        
PP.218 
NIKOLOVSKI B, RADOJKOVA NIKOLOVSKA V, MINOVSKA 
A, POPOVSKA M,  POPOVIC MONEVSKA D.    
DENTAL IMPLANTS IN CANCER TREATED PATIENTS 
  
        
PP.219 
AFOUXENIDES P,  GOUSSIAS C,  MELAKOPOULOS I.    
POST-IMPLANT PLACEMENT NEUROSENSORY 
DISTURBANCES 
  
        
PP.220 
TOKER H, YILDIRIM A.   
EFFECT OF GASEOUS OZONE ON BONE REGENERATION 
OF PERI-IMPLANTAL CREATED DEFECTS IN RABBITS: 
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS 
  
        
PP.221 
GEORGIOU M, NAKA O.     
ACHIEVING PASSIVE FIT OF IMPLANT RESTORATIONS: 
PROTOCOLS FOR IMPLANT IMPRESSIONS 
  
        
PP.222 
VLAHOVIC Z,  MIKIC M.     
TEMPERATURE CHANGES IN THE BONE DURING FLAP AND 
FLAPLESS PREPARATION OF IMPLANT SITE 
  
        
PP.223 
CIOBANU G, CHELI N.       
IMMEDIATE RESTORATION IN THE ATROPHIED MAXILLA 
  
        
PP.224 
TULGA Α, GÖKMENOGLU C,  SELAMET H, DEDE DO, ÇELİK 
E.    
THREE DIFFERENT ESTHETIC APPROACHES FOR IMPLANT 
SUPPORTED RESTORATIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW: A 
CASE SERIES 
  
        
PP.225 
BEI M, SALIA A, GOUSSIAS H.        
SHORT IMPLANTS: IS IT AN EFFECTIVE TREATMENT 
PLANNING FOR THE ATROPHIC POSTERIOR MAXILLA AND 
MANDIBLE? 
  
        
PP.226 
UCTASLI S, EKICI Z, BOZKURT R.      
 SINGLE IMPLANT SUPPORT FOR BILATERAL DISTAL 
EXTENSION REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURE 
  
        
PP.227 
KOURAMAS AD, TRIANTAFYLLOU I, KOURAMAS G.      
BALLOON ASSISTED SINUS LIFT: AN ALTERNATIVE, LESS 
INVASIVE APPROACH 
  
            
            
            
20.00 -    OPENING CEREMONY WELCOME 
RECEPTION 
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Pres.Kontonasaki E.         
 Pres. Akkaya M,  
Qafmolla R. 
Pres. Bicak H     Pres. Poulopoulos A. Pres. Venetis G,  Lucic M. 
LP.008 
09.00-10.00    UZUNOV T.  




NIKOLOVSKA V.  
HOW A PERIODONTALINFECTION 
MIGHT TRIGGER RHEUMATOID 
ARTHRITIS 
OP.101 
09.00-09.15  DOGAN B, KEMER DOGAN 
ES,  FENTOGLU O, YESIM KIRZIOGLU F. 
COULD SERUM LIPOXIN LEVELS BE AN 
INDICATOR BETWEEN PERIODONTAL 
DISEASE AND METABOLIC SYNDROME? 
09.00-10.00  POGLAJEN J.  MINIMAL 
INVASIVE DENTISTRY IN EVERYDAY 
PRACTICE 
                 09.00-11.00                     09.00-11.00 
LP.009 
10.00-11.00     PARAVINA RD. THE 2017 COLOR MATCHING 
CURRICULUM FOR DENTAL PROFESSIONALS AND STUDENTS 
      
PP.260 
BATSOUKA A, BOTSIS C.,SPYRAKI 
F.,ANDREADIS D, POULOPOULOS A.  
MOUTHWASHES AND ORAL MUCOSA 
PP.306 
KARAKAYA E,  KUL FM,  ÖZALP NU,  AKSOY 
MK,   ÖKTEN E.   REVASCULARIZATION OF 
TRAUMATICALLY INTRUDED IMMATURE 
PERMANENT INCISOR: A CASE REPORT 
  
LP.011 
10.00-11.00  ALTAY AN.  
DENTAL TRAUMA & TREATMENT 
PRINCIPLES AT PRIMARY AND 
YOUNG PERMANENT TEETH 
FRACTURES 
OP.102 
09.15-09.30 POPOVSKA M, SPASOVSKI S, 
NIKOLOVSKI B, ANASTASOVA L, 
PETKOVSKA R.  
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CONCENTRATIONS 
OF DOXYCYCLINE IN THE TREATMENT OF 
PERIODONTAL DISEASE 
10.00-11.00  POGLAJEN J.  MINIMAL 




UYSAL SU,  SONGUR E,  TULGA OZ F.    IN 
VITRO ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTIVENESS OF 
OZONE APPLICATION AGAINST 
ODONTOPATHOGENIC MICROORGANISMS 
IN PRIMARY TEETH ROOT-CANAL 
        
PP.261 
SPYRAKI F, BOTSIS C.,BATSOUKA A, 
ANDREADIS D, POULOPOULOS A.  
ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES AND ORAL HEALTH 
PP.308 
ATANASOVSKI A,  KONDEVA V,  LINGSTRÖM 
P,  STOEVA V,  RIMALOVSKA S.    
COMPARISON BETWEEN STIMULATED AND 
UNSTIMULATED SALIVA BEFORE AND AFTER 
TRAINING IN YOUNG FOOTBALL PLAYERS 
    
OP.103 
09.30-09.45  MAMAKLIOĞLU D, 
KARCHED M, ASIKAINEN S, DOĞAN B. 
EFFECT OF NON-SURGICAL 
PERIODONTAL TREATMENT ON 
PERIODONTOPATHOGENS IN 
AGGRESSIVE PERIODONTITIS 
11.30-13.30 MANOLAKIS K. GUIDED 
BIOFILM THERAPY (GBT) IN PROPHYLAXIS 
OF TEETH AND ORAL IMPLANTS. 




ATANASOVSKI A,  KONDEVA V,  LINGSTRÖM 
P,  STOEVA V,  RIMALOVSKA S.     DIETARY 
HABITS IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 
ATTENDING PROFESSIONAL SPORT 
ACTIVITIES 
        
PP.262 
BOTSIS C, SPYRAKI F,BATSOUKA A, 
ANDREADIS D, POULOPOULOS A. DENTAL 
IMPLANTS IN PATIENTS UNDER TREATMENT 
WITH IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE AGENTS 
PP.310 
ŞENAY E,  ÇELIK BN,  OKTE- Z.   SEALING OF 
AN IATROGENIC PERFORATION USING MTA: 
A CASE REPORT 
    
OP.104 
09.45-10.00 ŞENYURT SZ, KISACIK B, 
GÜNDOĞAR H, TAYSI S, ERCIYAS K. 
EFFECT OF CHRONIC PERIODONTITIS ON 
NITROSATIVE STRESS IN PATIENTS WITH 
PRIMARY SJOGREN’S SYNDROME       
    
PP.311 
KELMENDI M,  PETRO E, KELMENDI S, GACE 
E.    PULPARY COMPLICATIONS IN PRIMARY 
DENTITION AND THEIR ALTERNATIVES OF 
TREATMENT 
      
14.00-17.00  MOLDOVEANU B. MINIMAL 
INVASIVE ENDODONTICS 
PP.263 
NAMDAR PEKİNER F,  OĞUZ BORAHAN M,   
KESER G, UYAR BOZKURT S. DIFFUSE LARGE 
B-CELL LYMPHOMA : A CASE REPORT 
PP.312 
CERIT EN,  ORHAN K, SARI S.   
PROGRESSIVE CHERUBISM: A CASE REPORT. 
        
PP.264 
NAMDAR PEKİNER F,  GÜLER DÖNMEZ F,  
YILDIZ A. XERODERMA PIGMENTOSUM: A 
CASE REPORT AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
PP.313 
HUSEINBEBOVIC A,  SELIMOVIC DRAGAS M, 
BAJRIC E, KOBASLIJA S.    MICROBIOLOGICAL 
EVALUATION OF STEPWISE REMOVAL OF 
CARIOUS DENTINE IN PRIMARY TEETH 
    
OP.10510.00-10.15   YILDIRIM T T, 
NIGAR GUNCU G, GÖKSÜLÜK D, ÇOLAK 
M, FIKRET TÖZÜM T.  IS THERE A 
RELATIONSHIP AMONG SCHNEIDERIAN 
MEMBRANE THICKNESS, PERIODONTAL 
BONE LOSS AND PERIAPICAL STATUS? 
  
PP.265DELIVERSKA EG, STEFANOV 
L,STOYANOV H.,  PETKOVA M. UNUSUAL 
CASE OF BILLATERAL LEUKOPLAKIA OF ORAL 
MUCOSA 
PP.314THEOCHARIDOU A, ARAPOSTATHIS K.  
ADHESION TO ENAMEL AFFECTED BY MIH 
        
PP.266 
GJORGJESKA B,  DELCEV G,  ANGELOVSKA B, 
KOVACEVSKA I,  JANEVA  A. RELATION 
BETWEEN QUANTITY OF DISINFECTANTS 
USED AND APPEARANCE OF INTRA-
HOSPITAL INFECTIONS IN SELECTED 
HOSPITALS 
PP.315 
PETROVIĆ V, PEJČIĆ N, MARKOVIĆ D, ILIĆ-
DIMITRIJEVIĆ I, PERUNOVIĆ N.   
BREASTFEEDING AND RISK OF CHILDHOOD 
CARIES 
    
OP.106 
10.15-10.30 PAPADIMITRIOU I, 
ALMAGOUT P, SOTIRI S,  GANOU L. 
TREATMENT AND REMOVAL OF 
GINGIVAL HYPERPIGMENTATION USING 
DIODE LASER THERAPY: CASE REPORTS 
  
PP.267 
KIVRAK Α, HAKIKI Η,  ÇONGARA KIVRAK Τ,   
CAMBAZOĞLU Μ.  DIAGNOSIS AND 
TREATMENT OF AN ARONJ CASE 
PP.316 
KORKUT E,  GEZGIN O, OZER H, SENER Y.    
EVALUATION OF ER:YAG LASERS ON PAIN 
PERCEPTION DURING CARIES REMOVAL: A 
COMPARATIVE STUDY 
        
PP.268 
TASSOKER M,  CETMILI H, OZCAN S,  
KUBILAY ISIK B.  CALCIFYING ODONTOGENİC 
CYST IN MAXILLA: A RARE CASE REPORT 
PP.317 
PERIC T, MARKOVIC D, PETROVIC B, 
PETROVIC V, MARKOVIC E.   CLINICAL 
EFFICACY OF PASTE CONTAINING CPP-ACP IN 
PRIMARY DENTITION 
    
OP.107 
10.30-10.45 ÇALIŞIR M. PERIODONTAL 




MUSURLIEVA N, STOYKOVA M.  
RARE DISEASES AND ORAL MALODOR 
PP.318 
KOUTROULI A,MOSCHOU A.,  ARHAKIS A, 
PANTELIDOU O.      
FILLING MATERIALS USED IN ROOT CANAL 
THERAPY OF PRIMARY TEETH 
        
PP.270 
HYSENAJ N,  XHAJANKA E, BARDHOSHI M, 
TABAKU F. FACTORS AFFECTING FUNGAL 
SPECIES ADHERENCE IN DENTURES AND 
ORAL MUCOSA 
PP.319 
PEJČINOVIĆ-JANEČEK T, ŠAČIĆ L, MARKOVIĆ 
N.   DOUBLE TEETH FORMATION 
(GEMINATION AND FUSION) - ANOMALIES 
OF PRIMARY DENTITION 
        
PP.271 
THEODOSIOU C,   MATIAKIS A.    DRUG-
RELATED MANIFESTATIONS OF ORAL 
MUCOSA 
PP.320 
BAJRIC E, KOBASLIJA S, HUSEINBEGOVIC A, 
ARSLANAGIC MURATBEGOVIC A,     
MARKOVIC N.   SAMPLE CONDITIONS 
INTERFERENCE TO QUALITY OF DENTAL FEAR 
AND ANXIETY EVALUATION IN CHILDREN 
        
PP.272 
TAMIOLAKIS P,  PIPERI E,  SKLAVOUNOU-
ANDRIKOPOULOU A.   
FOREIGN BODY GRANULOMA TO 
HYALURONIC ACID FILLER. A CASE REPORT 
AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 
PP.321 
NASHKOVA S, ILJOVSKA S, ALIMANI-JAKUPI 
J, DIMOVA C,  ZARKOVA-ATANASOVA J.    
BODY MASS INDEX RISK FOR THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF DENTAL CARIES OF 12 
YEAR-OLD PUPILS 
        
PP.273 
DAKOVIC D,  MILEUSNIC I,  CUTOVIC T,  
BRKIC Z.      
REVIEW OF CHRONIC ORAL GRAFT-VERSUS-
HOST DISEASE (GVHD): CLINICAL STAGING 
AND TOPICAL TREATMENT 
PP.322 
PURDANOSKA O, PURDANOSKI A, GETOVA 
B.    TRAUMATIC INJURES OF CHILDREN 
        
PP.274 
ANDREADIS D,  PANTAZI A, DEMI F, 
PANAGIOTOU E, POULOPOULOS A.    
LOCALIZED LOWER-LIP GIANT-CELL 
REACTION DUE TO FOREIGN BODY (BEARD 
HAIR) ENCAPSULATION 
PP.323 
GÜDÜK OF, TÜZÜNER T, BAYGİN O.   
REMOVABLE ORTHODONTIC RETAINER: 
PROOF OF THE CONCEPT DESIGN AS A 
CUSTOM-MADE MOUTHGUARD 
        
PP.275TONEVA V, TONEVA A, RISTOVA 
STOJANOVA A, PETROVSKI M,  RISTOV O.   
DENTAL CALCULUS IN RELATION TO 
IDIOPATHIC NEHROLITIASIS 
PP.324AMBAKOVA V,  MURATOVSKA I, 
STAVREVA N,  GETOVA B, POPOVSKI V.     
DETERMINATION OF DENTAL FLUOROSIS IN 
THE FYROM 
        
PP.276 
YAPINA M,  PETKOVA E,  HRISTOVA S, 
NEDEVA D, YOVCHEV D.    DMFT INDEX AND 
SOME BIOCHEMICAL INDICATORS IN 
PATIENTS WITH IDIOPATHIC URTICARIA 
AND ANGIOEDEMA 
PP.325 
JEREMIC M,  VUKOVIC A,  MARKOVIC D,  
VAVIC B.    PERIODONTAL DISEASE OF 
SCHOOLCHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 
        
PP.277 
MESEMANOLI Z, PAVLOU AM, 
KOLOKOTRONIS A.   ORAL SIGNS OF 
PARANEOPLASTIC DISEASES 
PP.326 
CHALVATZOGLOU E, TSITSARA M, DIMITRAKI 
D, TSIANTOU D.    NON-SYPHILITIC 
HUTCHINSON PRIMARY INCISOR IN A 24 
MONTHS OLD PATIENT:A CASE REPORT 
        
PP.278 
KATIKARIDIS G, THEODOSOPOULOU Z,  
MATIAKIS A.   HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS 
(HPV) - ASSOCIATED CARCINOMA OF THE 
OROPHARYNX : A DISTINCT CLINICAL ENTITY 
PP.327 
GELMEZ A, ÜNLÜ N.   BILATERAL AGENESIS 
OF MANDIBULER PERMANENT CANINES: A 
RARE CASE REPORT 
        
PP.279 
DALAMPIRA M, DALAMPIRAS F.A.T., 
ZOULOUMI M E.     LESIONS OF NEGATIVE 
PRESSURE IN THE MOUTH CAUSING ANXIETY 
PP.328 
JANKOVIĆ S, LEČIČ J, DAVIDOVIĆ B,  
SAMARDŽIJA JH.   DENTAL ANXIETY IN 
SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN 
        
PP.280 
YILMAZ N,  BEZGİN T.   REPLANTATION OF 
AN AVULSED TOOTH AFTER 17-HOURS 
EXTRA-ORAL TIME: 2-YEAR FOLLOW-UP 
  
        
PP.281 
MANDINIC Z,  MANDIC J,  VUKOVIC A,  
BELOICA M,   KOSANOVIC D.  TRAUMATIC 
EXTRACTED TOOTH, SUCCEED OF 
TREATMENT – A CASE REPORT 
PP.329 
YILMAZ ZS, TOSUN G, BOTSALI MS.    
BLEACHING PERMANENT TEETH USING 
SODIUM PERBORATE WİTH WALKING 
BLEACH TECNIQUE :A CASE REPORT 
          
PP.330 
PITRIS I, PASCHALIDOU E,  PASCHALIDOU M, 
ARHAKIS A.   WILLIAMS SYNDROME IN 
DENTAL PRACTICE, A LITERATURE REVIEW 
        
PP.282 
DZENAD GANJOLA D.  
THIRD MOLAR SURGERY 
PP.331 
YAVUZ  I, YILDIRIM S.   SUCCESFUL LATE 
INTERVENTION TO GROWING 
COMPLICATIONS OF UNCOMPLICATED 
CROWN FRACTURE 
        
PP.283 
DJURIC O,  GANJOLA D. THE REASONS FOR 
TOOTH EXTRACTION IN A MONTENEGRIN 
POPULATION SAMPLE 
PP.332 
JOVANOVSKA M,  SIMONOVSKA J.    
INTRUSIO DENTIS 
        
PP.284 
CUTOVIC T, JOVIC N,  RADOJICIC J, ILIC J. 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO 
TREATMENT OF THE CLEFT LIP AND PALATE 
  
        
PP.285LEVCO S, SCERBATIUC D.    THE 
DIAGNOSIS OF PUS COLLECTION TO THE 
PATIENTS WITH FLEGMON OF ORAL FLOOR 
PP.333KAHVECİOĞLU F, SEYHAN S.     
KENNY-CAFFEY SYNDROME (A CASE REPORT) 
        
PP.286 
PETKOVA M, STANIMIROV P, GATEVA N.   
GORLIN-GOLTZ SYNDROME: A FOLLOW-UP 
OF A RARE CLINICAL CASE. 
PP.334 
ŠAČIĆ L, MARKOVIĆ N, ARSLANAGIĆ-
MURATBEGOVIĆ A, KOBAŠLIJA S.    
PREVALENCE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD CARIES 
AND TREATMENT NEEDS IN FEDERATION OF 
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 
        
PP.287 
ISUFI R.  INTRODUCTION OF RDC/TMD 
PROTOCOL FOR ALBANIAN MAXILLOFACIAL 
DEPARTMENT 
PP.335 
EROGLU E, BURSA C, TOPTANCI IR, BURSA 
AP, CELENK S.    CLINICAL EVALUATION OF 
DYSKERATOSIS CONGENITA :A CASE REPORT 
        
PP.288 
RAILEAN S, TESTEMITANU N, RAILEAN G. 
POSTARU C, INCIDENCE OF CRANIAL 
DEFORMITIES ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF 
THE SCHOOL 
PP.336 
GONENLI M, KARA NB, GULER C.   THE 
TREATMENT OF SELF-INFLICTED TONGUE 
TRAUMA USING A SPECIAL ORAL APPLIANCE 
        
PP.289 
FIRKOVA E, SIMOV R, BAKARDIEV A, 
GEORDZEVA  D.   GÜNGÖR FS, MEDICATION-
RELATED OSTEONECROSIS OF THE JAWS - 
CAN WE ADD STAGE 4? 
PP.337 
DASKALAKI Z, ALIFAKIOTI E, THEOCHARIDOU 
A, ARHAKIS A.  MICROABRASION FOR 
AESTHETIC IMPROVEMENT OF MILD TO 
MODERATE FLUOROSIS: AN 1-YEAR 
FOLLOW-UP CASE REPORT. 
        
PP.290 
GEORGIOU P, EXARCHOS D, DABARAKIS N.   
THE ROLE OF PDGF AND BMP IN THE 
REGENERATION OF THE ALVEOLAR BONE 
PP.338 
GUMUS H, COSAR G, AYDINBELGE M.    
EVALUATION OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
AFTER POLISHING PROCEDURE OF 
DIFFERENT BRAND COMPOMERS 
        
PP.291 
VIDENOVA L, STANIMIROV P.  THE SEVERE 
FORM OF SPONTANEOUSLY OCCURRED 
OSTEORADIONECROSIS OF THE LOWER JAW. 
CASE REPORT 
PP.339 
UNLUGENC E, BOLGUL B.     MINERAL 
TRIOXIDE AGGREGATE APEXIFICATION 
:REPORT OF THREE CASES 
        
PP.292 
PETROVIC SM, CIMBALJEVIC M, 
KUZMANOVIC-PFICER J,  JOTIC A, PUCAR A.  
PRESENCE OF DIFFERENT CANDIDA SPECIES 
AT DENTURE WEARERS WITHOUT DENTURE 
STOMATITIS 
  
        
PP.293 
EGE B, ÇALIŞIR M,  AKSOY F.   RECURRENT 
SQUAMOUS PAPILLOMA OCCURRING ON 
LOWER LIP IN A PEDIATRIC PATIENT 
PP.340 
SAGIROGLU A, BOLGUL B.      
APEXIFICATION TREATMENT TRAUMATIZED 
MAXILLARY INCISORS WITH MTA: THREE 
CASES REPORT 
        
PP.294 
MORALI A,  VASOGLOU M, VASOGLOU G, 
MICHAELIDIS I,  TSELKAS O.    CONDYLAR 
HYPERPLASIA-A REVIEW ΟΝ 
CLASSIFICATION, DIAGNOSIS AND 
TREATMENT 
PP.341 
PANAYIOTOU N, SIOKIS V.     
BLACK STAIN IN CHILDREN: PREVALENCE, 
MICROBIOLOGY AND RELATIONSHIP WITH 
DENTAL CARIES. A LITERATURE REVIEW 
        
PP.295LILLIS T, VESALA AM, THEODORIDIS 
C, SYMINTIRIDIS C.     SINGLE TOOTH 
CORTICOTOMY FOR IMPLANT PLACEMENT 
IN PATIENT WITH LATERAL INCISOR 
AGENESIS 
    
        
PP.296 
SCHOINAS N, STYLIARA C,  PAPALEXIOU D, 
ZOULOUMIS L.    ANTIBIOTICS IN ORAL 
SURGERY : WHEN, WHERE, HOW ARE 
NECESSARY IN ANY CASE? 
  
        
PP.297 
DALAMPIRA M,  DALAMPIRAS F.A.T., 
DALAMPIRAS S.  THE SURGICAL APPROACH 
OF DEEP IMPACTED PERMANENT TOOTH IN 
ORDER TO APPLY ORTHODONTIC FORCES. 
  
        
PP.298 
BRIAMATOU K,  PAPAKOSTA V, VASSILIOU S, 
VAIRAKTARIS E.   AN UPDATE ON 
MEDICATION-RELATED JAW 
OSTEONECROSIS: CLASSIFICATION, 
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT 
  
        
PP.299 
KALAITSIDOU I, VAHTSEVANOS K,  
PAZAITOU-PANAYIOTOU K,  ANTONIADES K.    
MANAGEMENT OF METASTATIC NECK NODE 
IN THYROID CARCINOMA 
  
        
PP.300 
KALAITSIDOU I, VAHTSEVANOS K, 
SAKELLARIOU P, DALAMPIRAS S, 
ANTONIADES K.    NEUROFIBROMA OF THE 
MAXILLARY ANTRUM: A RARE CASE 
  
        
PP.301 
YURTTUTAN ME, SANCAK K, KIVRAK A, 
ONCUL AMT.   DECOMPRESSION AS A 
TREATMENT OF MANDIBULAR 
DENTIGEREOUS CYST IN CHILDREN 
  
        
PP.302 
CEKA I.   TISSUE RECONSTRUCTION IN ORAL 
SURGERY 
  
        
 
PP.303 
ADAMOUDI E, DALOPOULOU A, 
KALAITZOGLOU ME, BELTES C.    
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
INVASIVE DENTAL TREATMENT IN PATIENTS 
USING NOVEL ORAL ANTICOAGULANTS. A 
SYSTEMATIC REVIEW. 
  
        
PP.304 
LATROUDIS P, SEFERIADIS B, SPRITINOUDIS 
T, KOZARIDOU M, ZOULOUMIS L.     BIOPSY 
IN ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY 
  
        
PP.305 
PAPADIMITRIOU K, KESSOPOULOU E, 
DAVIDOPOULOU S, LEVI J.    SURGICAL 
REMOVAL OF IMPACTED MAXILLARY 
CANINE. ETIOLOGY & DIAGNOSIS (CASE 
REPORT) 
  
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
    
  









11.00-11.30 BREAK           
Session 31 Session 32 Session 33 
  
Session 34              Session 35 
Lectures  Lectures Oral Presentations  Posters                 Posters 
Pres. Perlea P. 
Pres. Stanojevic M, 
Uzunov T. 
Pres.  Stancheva-Zaburtova D, 
Irodotou R. 
Pres. Muratovska I.             Pres.  Djurickovic M. 
                                                              11.30-13.30 
LP.012 
11.30-12.00  BERAJ S.  
TMJ: TO BE OR NOT TO BE THE CRUCIAL POINT AT TREATMENT 
MODALITIES OF TMDS? 
LP.015 






11.30-11.45 KORKUT E,  TORLAK E,  
GEZGİN O,  OZER H,  SENER Y. 
ANTIBACTERIAL AND SMEAR LAYER 
REMOVAL EFFICACY OF PIPS AIDED 
IRRIGATION IN PRIMARY MOLAR ROOT 
CANALS 
11.30-13.30   
        
PP.371 
SUBOTIC D. COMPARISON OF ORAL HYGIENE 
HABITS AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
FROM MONTENEGRO 
      
PP.342 
FENTOĞLU O, DİNÇ G, KIRZIOĞLU FY.    
FAMILIAL MEDITERRANEAN FEVER, 
SECONDARY AMYLOIDOSIS AND CHRONIC 
PERIODONTITIS: IS PLASMINOGEN 
ASSOCIATED PATHWAY? 
PP.372 
SAKALI E,  KATSOUDA M,  ARAPOSTATHIS K,  
EXARXOY E.  ATHLETIC MOUTHGUARDS: THE 
KEY TO DENTAL INJURY PREVENTION. 
      
PP.343 
DINÇ G, FENTOĞLU O, KIRZIOĞLU FY.    
SALIVARY OXIDATIVE STRESS IN PATIENTS 
WITH FAMILIAL MEDITERRANEAN FEVER 
AND CHRONIC PERIODONTITIS 
PP.373 
MLADENOVIC R,  MARTINOVIC B,  
MILOJKOVIC Z,  ARSIC Z,   DJORDJEVIC F .  
PLAQUE REMOVAL WITH CHEWABLE 
TOOTHBRUSH IN STUDENTS 
      
PP.344 
PANAYIOTOU EF, GOFA AA, KOUTSONAS 
MG.    SINUS LIFT AND IMPLANT 
TREATMENT:A CLINICAL CASE 
PP.374 
MIRJANA DJURICKOVIC M.  DENTAL HEALTH 
ESTIMATION FOR ADOLESCENTS AGE 
EIGHTEEN 
      
PP.345CAN B, ÖNCÜ E, ALAN R, ERBEYOĞLU 
AA.    USAGE OF DIFFERENT SURGICAL 
TECHNIQUES IN THE TREATMENT OF 
GINGIVAL RECESSIONS: CASE SERIES 
PP.375TRIČKOVIĆ JANJIĆ O, NIKOLIĆ M, 
JANJIĆ M, STOJKOVIC B.    SIGNIFICANCE OF 
SEALANT RETENTION RELATED TO CARIES 
PREVENTION 
      
PP.346 
SOYASLAN G, INAN O, HAKKI S.  
MANAGEMENT OF PERI-IMPLANT SOFT 
TISSUES: A CASE REPORT 
PP.376 
SEKULIC M, ACOVIC A, RADOVIC M, 
MILOSAVLJEVIC Z, KANJEVAC T.   THE 
CYTOTOXICITY OF THE OCTENIDINE 
DIHYDROCHLORIDE ON ORAL 
KERATINOCYTES 
      
PP.347 
MARTU-STEFANACHE MA,  BALAN A,  FOIA 
L.,SUFARU I, FORNA NC.    STUDY 
REGARDING THE EFFECTS OF PHOTO-
ACTIVATED DISINFECTION AS ADJUNCTIVE 
PERIODONTAL TREATMENT 
PP.377 
STEFANOSKA T, ZABOKOVA-BILBILOVA E, 
SOTIROVSKA-IVKOVSKA A.    EVALUATION OF 
A PIT AND FISSURE SEALANTS IN THE 
PREVENTION OF DENTAL CARIES IN 
SCHOOLCHILDREN 
      
PP.348 
PASARIN L, NICOLAICIUC O, SUFARU IG, 
OANTA C, MARTU S.    EVALUATION OF THE 
RISK MARKERS FOR ATHEROSCLEROSIS IN 
PATIENTS WITH SEVERE PERIODONTITIS 
PP.378 
ŞAHLANAN A, GÜNGÖR HC.    TREATMENT 
OF MAXILLARY CENTRAL INCISORS INJURED 
BY INTRUSIVE LUXATION AND CROWN 
FRACTURE: A CASE REPORT 
      
PP.349 
SOLOMON SM,  SUFARU I, PASARIN L, 
IOANID N,  MARTU S.    CLINICAL STUDY 
REGARDING THE DENTAL STATUS IN A 
POPULATION WITH HEMODIALYSIS 
PP.379 
BEKTAS B, BUYUK SK.  NONEXTRACTION 
ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT OF SEVERE 
ANTERIOR CROWDING BY USING CERVICAL 
HEADGEAR AND CLASS III ELASTICS 
          
          
LP.013 
12.00-13.00  MOLDOVEANU B.  
MODERN DAY ENDODONTIC PHILOSOPHY 
LP.016 
12.00-12.30 GULTEKIN SE.  
MOVING FROM HISTOLOGICAL 
SUBTYPING TO MOLECULAR 
CHARACTERIZATION: A NEW ERA 
IN THE TREATMENT OF 
AMELOBLASTOMAS? 
OP.109 
11.45-12.00  GUVEN Y, DICLE AKSAKAL S,  
TOPCUOGLU N, AKTOREN O, KULEKCI G.  
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS AND 
METHICILLIN-RESISTANT 
STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS PRESENCE IN 
THE ORAL CAVITY OF CHILDREN 
  
PP.350 
TAYMAN MA,  EKICI Z, AKKAYA MM, 
KILIÇARSLAN MA.  REHABILITATION OF 
ATROPHIC JAWS USING MPM AND IMPLANT 




TAYMAN MA, ÖNDER C, KURGAN S, 
GÜNHAN M.     LOCALIZED AGGRESSIVE 
PERIODONTITIS WITH GINGIVAL 




AKCAN SK,ÇOLAKOĞLU G., ELÇİN MA,  
GULER B,  ELÇİN B.     TREATMENT OF PERI- 
IMPLANT MUCOSITIS ACCOMPANYING WITH 
DENTURE STOMATITIS: A CASE REPORT 
  
PP.353 
SUME KESIR SS, ERDEMIR EO,  HENDEK MK, 
BEZIRCI D, GULTEKIN SE.    CASE REPORT: 
DRUG-INDUCED GINGIVAL OVERGROWTH 




MARTU I, LUCHIAN I, GORIUC A, FOIA L, 
MARTU S.    EVALUATION OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PERIODONTAL 
MODIFICATIONS AND LIPID PEROXIDATION 
IN PERIODONTAL DISEASE PATIENTS 
  
PP.355YAVUZER D.  TREATMENT OF 
GINGIVAL RECESSION AND INSUFFICIENT 
ATTACHED GINGIVA USING GINGIVAL UNIT 
GRAFT: A CASE REPORT 
  
PP.356 
LUCHIAN I, MARTU I, TATARCIUC M, 
PASARIN L, MARTU S.       COMPARATIVE 
SURGICAL TREATMENT OF GINGIVAL 




SUFARU IG, SOLOMON SM, MARTU I, 
MOISEI M, MARTU S.    THE EVALUATION OF 
SERUM AND GCF TNFΑ IN PATIENTS WITH 
OSTEOPOROSIS AND PERIODONTAL DISEASE 
  
PP.358 
MARTU S, MARTU-STEFANACHE MA, 
MARTU I, BALAN A, SOLOMON SM.      
EVALUATION OF PERIODONTAL PATHOGENS 




JOVANOVIC M, DJORDJEVIC V, STASEVIC 
KARLICIC I, NIKOLIC JAKOBA N, DJUKIC  
DEJANOVIC S.   ASSESSMENT OF THE 
PERIODONTAL HEALTH AMONG 
PSYCHIATRIC INPATIENT IN SERBIA 
    
    
LP.014 
13.00-13.30   SAKELLARI D.   
CURRENT CONCEPTS IN GENOMIC AND PROTEOMIC ANALYSES IN 
DENTISTRY 
LP.017 
12.30-13.30  GRBOVIC A. 
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF FINITE 
ELEMENT METHOD 




PAPANDREOPOULOU M, VENOU TM, 
TSALIKIS L.    ΝECROTIZING- ULCERATIVE 
GINGIVITIS/ PERIODONTITIS AND HIV 
INFECTION 
  
    
  
PP.361 
SIDIROPOULOU N, TSALIKIS L, KAVADIA-
TSATALA S.     THE CLOSED ERUPTION 
TECHNIQUE IN THE TREATMENT OF 
LABIALLY IMPACTED CANINES 
  
PP.362 
KRASTEVA St, KRASTEVA Si, POPOVA E.   




GOVEDARICA O, CICMIL A, LECIC J, SIMIC I, 
CICMIL S.    FULL-MOUTH DISINFECTION 
VERSUS QUADRANT ROOT PLANING IN 
PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC PERIODONTITIS: 
MICROBIOLOGICAL FINDINGS 
OP.110 
12.00-12.15 TÜRKCAN İ, NALBANT AD, 




COATED ACRYLIC RESIN: SURFACE 
CHARACTERISTICS AND CANDIDA 
ALBICANS ADHESION 
PP.364 
MLACHKOVA A, DOSSEVA-PANOVA V, 
POPOVA C, KICHEVA M.   CLINICAL AND 
BIOCHEMICAL ASSESSMENT OF NON-
SURGICAL PERIODONTAL THERAPY 
    
  
PP.365OBRADOVIC R, FILIPOVIC G, IGIC M, 
MILOSEVIC M, ĐORĐEVIC M.     
PERIODONTAL HEALTH IN PATIENTS WITH 
DIABETES MELLITUS 
OP.111 
12.15-12.30  SAVIN C,  TOMA  V.,  
MIHALAS E,  CIOLOCA DP,  PETCU A.  
CORRELATION BETWEEN ORAL CANDIDA 
ALBICANS AND DENTAL CARIES IN A 
ROMANIAN CHILDREN POPULATION 
PP.366 
NGANGA SW, KALKAN Y, BOOTORABI S, 
DOGAN B.     
KNOWLEDGE AND AWARENESS ABOUT 
DIABETES MELLITUS AND PERIODONTAL 
HEALTH AMONG MEDICAL INTERNS 
  
PP.367 
ÖZEN E, YILDIRIM HS, DOĞAN B.        
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE PATIENT 
REFFERRALS FROM GENERAL PRACTICE 
DENTISTS TO PERIODONTISTS IN TURKEY 
OP.112 
12.30-12.45 KUCUK F, SONGUR E, TULGA 
OZ F.    
IN VIVO EVALUATION OF OZONE 
EFFECTIVENESS AGAINST SELECTED 
ODONTOPATHOLOGIC 
MICROORGANISMS FROM INFECTED 
PRIMARY SECOND MOLARS 
PP.368 
MARTU-STEFANACHE MA, HONCIUC M, 
BALAN A, MARTU S, FOIA L.     THE 
EVALUATION OF IL-1Β AND TNFΑ LEVELS IN 




SUFARU IG, SOLOMON SM, PASARIN L, 
MOISEI M, MARTU S.        
THE ASSESSMENT OF IL-6 IN PATIENTS WITH 




MARTU S, NICOLAICIUC O, LUCHIAN I, 
SUFARU IG, SOLOMON SM.      STUDY 
REGARDING THE EFFECTS OF 
CONVENTIONAL PERIODONTAL THERAPY ON 
PROINFLAMMATORY CYTOKINES IN 
PATIENTS WITH ATHEROSCLEROSIS 
    
    
13.30-15.00  BREAK           
Session 36 Session 37 Session 38 
      
Lectures Lectures Oral Presentations   
Pres. Sakellari D.  Pres.   Angelopoulos C. Pres. Podaropoulos L. 
      
LP.018 
15.00-16.00 YOON S-J, LEE E-J,LEE J-S,KANG B-C,  
UNDERSTANDING HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASONOGRAPHY FOR 
HEAD & NECK SOFT TISSUE LESIONS 
LP.020 
15.00-17.00 ANGELOPOULOS C, 
TSIKLAKIS K, ORHAN K, 
KAMBUROGLU K, DELANTONI A. 
MINI SYMPOSIUM  IN CONE-
BEAM CT 
OP.118 
15.00-15.15 PAPADIMITRIOU I, 
ALMAGOYT P, SOTIRI V,DIMOU S., THEO 
MERHOLZ E.  
COMPUTER-ASSISTED-
IMPLANTOLOGICAL REHABILITATION OF 
TUMOR-PATIENTS AFTER IRRADIATION 
AND PATIENTS WITH EXTREME 
ALVEOLAR-RIDGE-ATROPHY AFTER ILIAC-
CREST BONE AUGMENTATION 
      
LP.019 
16.00-17.00  QORRI E.  




15.15-15.30  KYPRIANOU C, 
CHATZIGIANNI A.  
INDICATIONS AND PROGNOSIS OF 
TOOTH AUTOTRANSPLANTATION: A 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
      
    
OP.120 
15.30-15.45 HRISTOVSKI G.  
IMPLANTS SUPPORTED FULL ARCH 
RECONSTRUCTIONS AND IMMEDIATELY 
FIXED TEMPORARY PROSTHETIC 
SOLUTIONS 
      
    
OP.121 
15.45-16.00  TURK AG, ULUSOY M. 
IMMEDIATE LOADING WITH DEFINITIVE 
PROSTHESIS VERSUS CONVENTIONAL 
LOADING OF IMPLANTS: PRELIMINARY 
12 MONTH CLINICAL DATA 
      
    
OP.122 
16.00-16.15  VESALA AM, NACOPOULOS 
C, DABARAKIS N.  
PRF AND BONE GRAFTS IN 
IMPLANTOLOGY. PRESENTATION OF THE 
PROCEDURE BASED ON A CASE SERIES 
      
    
OP.123 
16.15-16.30  ALTUG-CILINGIR A,  ATES M.   
FINITE ELEMENT ANALAYSIS OF STRESSES 
ACTING ON THE MANDIBULA BENEATH 
COMPLETE DENTURES AND IMPLANT-
SUPPORTED OVERDENTURES 
      
    
OP.124 
16.30-16.45   BERKAY H,  KEMAL M,  
TUZLALI M.   EARLY LOADING OF DENTAL 
IMPLANTS IN MANDIBLE WITH ALL-ON-4 
TREATMENT PROTOCOL 
      
    
OP.125 
16.45-17.00   AGOP FORNA D, FORNA N. 
RETROSPECTIVE STUDY ON LASER 
APPLICATIONS IN DENTISTRY 
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
09.00-13.30 BaSS Council Meeting       
  
22nd BaSS Congress Program 
SATURDAY, MAY 6th,  2017 
ALEXANDROS I ALEXANDROS II ARISTOTELIS I ARISTOTELIS II  KALLIOPI AMFITRION II 
Session 39 Session 40 Session 41 Session 42  Session 43 Session 44 
Lectures Award Session Oral Presentations   Hands on Posters Posters 
Pres.Tzermpos F. Pres.  Pantelas G. Pres. Stancheva-Zaburtova D.   Pres.  Xhajanka E.   Pres. Matiakis A. 
        
OP.130 
09.00-09.15 PAPAEMMANOUIL G, NAKA O, 
ANASTASSIADOU V.   
SUCCESS AND FAILURE EVALUATION 
CRITERIA FOR THE MANDIBULAR IMPLANT 
OVERDENTURE; A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW 
09.00-11.00 TRIANTAFYLLOU 





    
LP.021 
09.00-10.00 PERLEA P. EVALUATION  OF DIFFERENT METHODS IN THE DIAGNOSIS 
OF VERTICAL ROOT  
OP.126 
10.00-10:15 ALTINDAĞ A, AVSEVER H, 
GÜNDÜZ K, AKYOL M, ORHAN K.  
INCIDENTAL FINDINGS IN CONE-BEAM 
COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC 
IMAGES:CALCIFICATIONS IN HEAD AND NECK 
REGION 
    09.00-11.00 09.00-11.00 
    
 
OP.131 
09.15-09.30         SARRI V,GOUSSIAS H,  
BOUSSIOU A, GRIGORIOU A.  
IMPLANTS: TO SPLINT OR NOT TO SPLINT? 
      
LP.022 
10.00-11.00  SKLAVOUNOU A.  
IS DENTAL IMPLANTATION INDICATED IN PATIENTS WITH ORAL MUCOSAL 
DISEASES? 
OP.127 
10.15-10.30   BEKETOVA A, POULAKIS N, 
BAKOPOULOU A, ZORBA T, PAPADOPOULOU 
L, CHRISTOFILOS D, KANTIRANIS N, 
ZACHARIADIS G, KONTONASAKI E, 
KOUROUKLIS G, PARASKEVOPOULOS K, 
KOIDIS P.  
 INDUCING BIOACTIVITY OF DENTAL 
CERAMIC/BIOACTIVE GLASS COMPOSITES BY 
ND;YAG  LASER     
    
PP.380 
FILIPOVIC G, ACOVIC A, 
OBRADOVIC R, MILOSEVIC M.     
PREVALENCE OF DENTAL 
ANOMALIES IN SERBIAN 
ORTHODONTIC PATIENTS 
PP.403 
PAVLOU AM, LOLI C, KARATHANOS G, 
ANAGNOSTOU E, ANDREADIS D. ORAL 
PAPILLOMA IN CHILDHOOD.NOT ALWAYS 
HPV-RELATED 
    
OP.132 
09.30-09.45 YILMAZ B,  OKUTAN Y,  DINC ATA 
G.   
RETRIEVABILITY OF CEMENTED IMPLANT-
SUPPORTED MONOLITHIC ZIRCONIA 
CROWNS: AN IN VITRO STUDY 
  
PP.381 
POPOVIC B, ZIVKOVIC SANDIC 
M.   THE INFLUENCE OF GENE 
MUTATIONS ON DEVELOPMENT 




10.30-10.45 CETENOVIC B, COLOVIC B, 
VASILIJIC S, JOKANOVIC V, MARKOVIC D. 
NANOSTRUCTURED ENDODONTIC MATERIALS 
BASED ON HIGHLY ACTIVE CALCIUM 
SILICATES-BIOCOMPATIBILITY STUDY 
    
PP.382 
KAYA RT, DALI A,  ARSLAN SG, 
KAYA G.    THE EFFECTS OF 
THREE DIFFERENT MAXILLARY 
EXPANSION METHOD ON 
DENTOFACIAL STRUCTURES 
PP.404 
GRADINARU I.   PRACTICAL POSSIBILITIES 
FOR AESTHETIC REHABILITATION BY 
USING FLEXIBLE MATERIALS 
    
OP.133 
09.45-10.00  ÇAĞATAY DAYAN S, GEÇKILI O,  
BURAL C, GENCEL B.   
IMPRESSION PROCEDURES FOR FULL ARCH 
IMPLANT SUPPORTED FIXED PROSTHESIS AS 
APPLIED BY DENTISTS IN TURKEY 
  
PP.383 
PETROU I, TSAMI M, DOULIS I, 
MARATHIOTIS K, 
PAPADOPOULOS M.    SKELETAL-
ANCHORED MAXILLARY MOLAR 
DISTALIZATION USING THE 
AMDA® APPLIANCE – A CASE 
REPORT OF TWO PATIENTS 
 
PP.405 
ANDREADIS D, NASTOU C, MICHOU A, 
ANAGNOSTOU E, POULOPOULOS A. 
AMALGAM TATTOO IS NOT ALWAYS 
FOUND CLOSE-TO-DENTAL 
RESTORATIONS. A CASE REPORT  
  
OP.129 
10.45-11.00  TRISIC D, CETENOVIC B, 
JOVANOVIC I, GJORGIEVSKA E, MARKOVIC D.   
REAL-TIME THERMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF 
HIGH-POWER DIODE LASERS APPLICATION IN 
ENDODONTIC TREATMENT OF YOUNG 
PERMANENT TEETH      
    
PP.384 
HALICIOGLU K, SARIOGLU B,  
HEZENCI Y.    ORTHODONTIC 
TREATMENT OF A PATIENT WITH 




    
OP.134 
10.00-10.15  YABUL Α, CAGATAY D,  GECKILI 
O, BILHAN H, TUNCER N.  
IN VITRO EVALUATION OF RETENTION LOSS 
AND WEAR OF BALL ATTACHMENTS FOR 
MANDIBULAR IMPLANT OVERDENTURES 
  
PP.385 




MEASUREMENTS OF THE FACE 
  
        
PP.386 
AYDIN G, YAVUZ I.    KELES 
SLIDER SUPPORTED BY TWO 
MINI-SCREWS FOR CLASS II 
CORRECTION: CASE REPORT 
PP.406 
KARIOTAKI M, MAKRIGIANNIS I, 
GOUDAKOU A, MARCOU V, ZOULOUMIS 
L.      INCONTINENTIA PIGMENTI AND 
ORAL MANIFESTATIONS. CASE REPORTS. 
    
OP.135 
10.15-10.30  ZEYNEP ADEM SIYLI G, KOCAK 
NA, FIRATLI E.  
COMPARISON OF PERIIMPLANT CREVICULAR 
FLUID BONE MARKERS AROUND PLATFORM 
SWITCH AND TRADITIONAL IMPLANTS 
  
PP.387 
KARAKAYA O, YAĞCI A.   
NASOALVEOLER MOLDING 
METHOD IN BILATERAL CLEFT 
LIP AND PALATE PATIENT – CASE 
REPORT 
PP.407 
GOUDAKOY A, AL MOCHAMANT A, 
BABASIDOU E, KOZARIDOY M,  
ZOULOUMIS L.    PALATAL PERFORATION 
FROM COCAINE ABUSE:A CASE REPORT 
          
PP.408 
KUROS V, LIATOS K, PAXOYMIS G, 
MITSOPOULOS L, ZOULOUMIS L.       
BACTERIA(LEGIONELLA) TRANSMISSION 
BY WATER OF DENTAL UNITS 
    
OP.136 
10.30-10.45 CEMERIKIC L,  TIJANIC M,  
STOJKOVIC B.  
PROCEDURES FOR WORKING WITH CHILDREN 
WHO SUFFER FROM HAEMOPHILIA 
  
PP.388 
UZER HB, BUYUK SK.    
ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT OF 
HIGH ANGLE PATIENT BY USING 




RAPTIS L, SOURGOUNIS K, FLOROS St, 
CHATZIGEORGIOU SP.         DRUGS AND 
EQUIPMENT IN EMERGENCY DENTAL 
PRACTICE 
        
PP.389DIKEN KB, BILGIC F.    
PRESURGICAL NASOALVEOLAR 
MOLDING METHOD OF A 
PATIENT WITH UNILATERAL 
CLEFT LIP AND PALATE 
PP.410KARABEKİROĞLU S, GÖNDER HY, 
KÖK H.     DO HEMOSTATIC AGENTS 
AFFECT SHEAR BOND STRENGTH AND 
CLINICAL BOND FAILURE RATE OF 
ORTHODONTIC BRACKETS? 
    
OP.137 
10.45-11.00  STAMENKOVIC D.  




BENKLI YA, ÇELİK E, KOŞGİN S, 
TOPBAŞI NM, YAVUZ MC.     
ORTHODONTIC AND 
PROSTHETIC TREATMENT OF 
MAXILLARY LATERAL INCISORS 
AGENESIS WITH SINGLE-TOOTH 
IMPLANT 
PP.411 
KARABEKIROĞLU S, AKDEMIR I, 
KAHRAMAN FB.     INFLUENCE OF CPP-
ACPF PASTE AND FLUORID VARNISH ON 
BRACKET SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF 
TWO ADHEZIVES 
        
PP.391 
GOLOVCENCU L, ZEGAN G, 
SAVEANU JC,ANISTOROAEI D.     
INTERDISCIPLINARY TREATMENT 
IN ORTHODONTIC ADULT 
PATIENTS 
PP.412 
DIONYSOPOULOS D, SFEIKOS T, 
KARANASIOU C, TOLIDIS K, GERASIMOU 
P.  EFFECT OF THREE CLINICAL CURING 
TREATMENTS ON FLUORIDE RELEASE 
AND SURFACE HARDNESS OF GLASS 
IONOMERS 
        
PP.392 
LIASI I, PAPADAKI M, 
MANOUKAKIS T, MANOUKAKIS I.     
ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT IN 
OBESE CHILDREN- IS IT 
DIFFERENT? 
PP.413 
CELIK E, GOKTEPE B, BENKLI YA, DEDE 
DO, TULGA A.      TREATMENT OPTIONS 
FOR MAXILLARY LATERAL INCISORS 
AGENESIS:TWO CASE REPORTS 
        
PP.393 
MIRCEA NICOLAU A, LEATA R, 
DECUSARA M, RUSU M, SINCAR 
DC.  STUDY ON THE FREQUENCY 
OF PALATALLY DISPOSED 
IMPACTED CANINE; 
POSSIBILITIES OF SURGICAL AND 
ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT 
PP.414 
ALAN K, KARAMAN E.      EFFECT OF 
ADDITIONAL LIGHT-CURING ON COLOR 
STABILITY OF COMPOSITE RESINS 
        
PP.394 
PAPADAKI M, LIASI I, 




TSALTAMPASI A, GERASIMOU P, TOLIDIS 
K, BOUTSIOUKI C.      AESTHETIC 
REHABILITATION OF AMELOGENESIS 
IMPERFECTA TEETH 
        
PP.395 
AFOUXENIDES P, LOUBRINIS N, 
MANIATAKOS P, NTOVAS P, 
DAMANAKIS G.   EVALUATION 
OF INVISALIGN® TREATMENT: 
INDICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
PP.416 
CILINGIR A.     CLINICAL EVALUATION OF 
INDIREECT COMPOSITE 
ONLAYS/OVERLAYS. 
        
PP.396 
TOPBASİ NM, BENKLİ YA.    THE 
CAMOUFLAGE TREATMENT OF 
CLASS III MALOCCLUSION IN AN 
ADULT PATIENT A CASE REPORT 
PP.417 
OZEL GS, OGUZ AHMET BS, AKIN C.      
SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF THREE 
DIFFERENT RESIN CEMENT ON NON-
TREATED AND SANDBLASTED TI ALLOYS. 
        
PP.397 
ERGIN E, BASCIFTCI FA.        
TREATMENT OF CLASS II 
MALOCCLUSION WITH TWIN 




OGLAKCI B, TUNCER D, ARHUN N.      
SHEAR BOND STRENGTH OF RESIN 
COMPOSITES WITH DIFFERENT FIBER-
REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES 
        
PP.398 
FIDANBOY M, BAKA ZM.       
TREATMENT OF SKELETAL CLASS 
II MALOCCLUSION WITH 
MONOBLOCK APPLIANCE : A 
CASE REPORT 
PP.419 
ZOULOUMIS L,TILAVERIDIS I, SCHOINAS 
N,TSAVOS I, STAVROU V, SMALL 
RADIOLUCENT LESIONS OF THE JAWS – 
DIAPHORODIAGNOSTIC PROBLEMS 
        
PP.399 
ERDUR EA, ASIK S, BASCIFTCI FA.       
CLASS II NON EXTRACTION 
PATIENTS TREATED WITH THE 
FORSUS FATIGUE RESISTANT 
DEVICE 
PP.420 
 GHEORGHE D. SURLIN P, ROGOVEANU 
I., HERASCU E., SILOSI I, ,,ANALYSIS OF 
GINGIVAL FLUID INTERLEUKIN-1 BETA 
LEVELS IN PATIENTS WITH 
PERIODONTAL DISEASE AND VIRAL 
HEPATITIS C  
        
PP.400 
 KAYA RT, ARSLAN SG, KAYA G.      
EFFECTS OF THREE DIFFERENT 
MAXILLARY EXPANSION 
APPLIANCES IN ROOT 
RESORPTION 
PP.421 
GHEORGHE A, DIACONU O,GHEORGHE 
D,TUCULINA M, MERCUT V, CLINICAL 
ASPECTS OF RESTORATION OF 
ENDODONTICALLY TREATED TEETH 
USING FIBER POSTS- REVIEW 
        
PP.401 
GÖYMEN M, KARAKOYUNLU AF, 
GULEC A.       AN OPENBITE 
PATIENT TREATED WITH 
ZYGOMATIC ANCHORAGE 
PP.422 
SCRIECIU M, MERCUT V, POPESCU S M, 
GHEORGHE D,  SIMION S, DAGUCI L, 
CLINICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
PARO-PROSTHETIC CONDITION IN OLD 
ADULT-CASE REPORT 
        
PP.402 
 SARIOGLU B, HALICIOGLU K.   
INVESTIGATION OF EFFECTS OF 
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of patients with this condition. Objective The aim of our paper is to present a case of 
bilateral leukoplakia of oral mucosa and to review diagnosis and management of oral 
leukoplakia according to the literature untill now. Material and methods We present a 61 
years old male with non-homogenious multifocal oral leukoplakia. Results Clinical evaluation 
(extraoral and intraoral) of patient and pathohistological findings of both lesions confirms 
the diagnosis ? leukoplakia of oral mucosa without dysplasia. The patient was treated in 
nonsurgical manner. Conservative treatment includes use of chemopreventive agents such 
as vitamins (vitamins A, C, E), fenretinide (Vitamin A analogue), carotenoids (beta-carotene, 
lycopene), curcumin. The patient was followed up regularly untill now without any signs of 
malignant transformation. Conclusion Management of oral leukoplakia should begin with 
elimination of risk factors (if any) such as tobacco abuse, betel chewing, alcohol abuse, 
superimposed candida infection over the lesion etc. Key words: oral leukoplakia, multifocal, 
management 
PP.266. RELATION BETWEEN QUANTITY OF DISINFECTANTS USED 
AND APPEARANCE OF INTRA-HOSPITAL INFECTIONS IN SELECTED 
HOSPITALS  
GJORGJESKA B, DELCEV G,  ANGELOVSKA B, KOVACEVSKA I,  JANEVA  A. 
BILJANA GJORGJESKA-FULL PROFESSOR-DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY, FACULTY OF MEDICAL 
SCIENCES, GOCE DELCEV UNIVERSITY 
BISTRA ANGELOVSKA-ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR-DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY, FACULTY OF MEDICAL 
SCIENCES, GOCE DELCEV UNIVERSITY 
IVONA KOVACEVSKA-ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR-DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY, FACULTY OF MEDICAL 
SCIENCES, GOCE DELCEV UNIVERSITY 
ANDONELA JANEVA -PHARMACIST-DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY, FACULTY OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, 
GOCE DELCEV UNIVERSITY 
The aim of this study was to review of the use of antiseptics and disinfectants in selected hospitals 
????? ????? ??????? ???????? ???? ?????????? ?????????? ????? ?????????? ??? ????????????????? ??????? ????? ????
Kavadarci over five years. The data from the annual reports for disinfectants and antiseptics (Bactosal, 
Ecosal, Dezintal, Betadine, Hydrogen peroxide, Formaldehyde, Ethanol) used on the selected 
departments for gynecology, surgery and transfusion were collected. The results of microbiological 
testing conducted by the public health centers in Strumica, Ohrid, Veles, Stip and Kavadarci over five 
years were collected and used. Routine testing period for microbiological controls in hospitals was 15 
days. In general the disinfectants and antiseptics are used optimally and correctly according to the 
needs of the hospitals investigated. The amount of disinfectants and antiseptics consumed comparing 
with the microbiological data indicates their rational utilization starting from 2012. Use of 
disinfectants according to the standardized procedures established by the IHI times allows current 
daily care for patients and staff in the hospitals investigated. The processed data from public health 
centers confirm the above and point out the precautions to be taken when conditionally pathogenic 
bacteria have been detected. It is pointed out the role of IHI times in the hospitals, as well as the role 
of hospital pharmacists. We would like to suggest the implementation of disinfection process 
validation as standardization measure as well as more often routine microbiological controls in the 
hospitals. 
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GECKILI E.  PP.143, PP.148, PP.208 
???????? ?? OP.078, PP.131, OP.133, 
OP.134, PP.143, PP.171,  
PP.189, PP.208 
GELMEZ A.  PP.327 
GENC E.  OP.064 
GENC GE.  OP.163 
GENCEL B.   OP.133 
GEORDZEVA  D.    PP.289 
GEORGIADOU G.  PP.166 
GEORGIEV Z.  OP.034, OP.048, PP.033,  
 PP.162, PP.232 
GEORGIEVA I.    PP.203 
GEORGIOU M.  PP.221 
GEORGIOU P.  PP.290 
GERASIMOU P.  OP.009, PP.165, PP.176,  
 PP.412, PP.415 
GERDZHIKOV I.  PP.118 
GETOVA B.  PP.159, PP.322, PP.324 
GEZ A.    PP.190 
?????????? OP.008, OP.024, OP.108,  
 OP.187, OP.188, PP.086,  
 PP.316 
GHEORGHE A.  PP.421 
GHEORGHE D.  PP.420, PP.421, PP.422 
GIGOVSKI N.     PP.142 
GIZEM A. PP.005 
GJILO K.    PP.121 
GJINI E.  OP.159
GJORGIEVSKA E.  OP.129 
GJORGJESKA B.   PP.266 
GLIGORIJEVIC N. PP.117 
GOEV G.    PP.020 
GOFA AA.  PP.344 
GOGOS C.  OP.010, OP.060, PP.245 
?????????????????? OP.018, OP.095 
?????????? PP.161, PP.163 
???????? OP.044 
GOKKAYA M.   PP.141, PP.145 
??????????????? OP.168, PP.110, PP.224 
???????????? OP.105 
GOKTEPE B.  PP.413 
GOLLERLI YY.  PP.022 
GOLOVCENCU L.   OP.022, PP.391 
????????????? PP.410 
GONENLI M.  PP.336 
???????????? PP.053, PP.054, PP.055,  
 PP.173 
GORGESKA B.  PP.043 
GORIUC A.  PP.354 
GOUDAKOU A.  PP.406, PP.407 
GOUSSIAS C.   PP.219 
GOUSSIAS H.   OP.131, OP.149, PP.225
GOVEDARICA O.  PP.363 
??????? ??? OP.045, PP.401 
GRADINARU I.   PP.404 
GRANDE NM.  PP.164, PP.254 
GRAVINA GM.  PP.006 
GRBOVIC A.  LP.016 
GRIBIZI I.   PP.006 
GRIGORIOU A.  OP.131 
GROZEV L.  PP.126 
?????? ??? PP.323 
GUL AMUK N.   OP.066 
GULEC A.   OP.017, PP.401 
GULER B.  OP.084, PP.352 
GULER C.  OP.006, PP.336 
????????????????? PP.264 
GULER E.  PP.169, PP.170 
GULNUR TOPSAKAL K.   OP.066 
GULTEKIN DS.  PP.244 
GULTEKIN SE.   LP.015, OP.080, OP.141,  
PP.353 
GUMUS H.  PP.338 
???????? ?? PP.140 
????????? PP.195, PP.201 
???????????? OP.104 
GUNDOGDU E.  OP.050 




??????????? PP.184, PP.186, PP.289 
?????????? PP.378 
?????????? OP.182 
??????? ???? PP.186 
??????? ?? PP.351 
??????????? PP.173 
GURAKUQI A.  PP.119, PP.120 
?????????? OP.044 
?????????? OP.182 
GURLER G. PP.198 
GURSES E. PP.023 
?????????? OP.143 
??????? ?? PP.183 
GURSOY M.   OP.054 
GURSOY UK.   OP.054 
????????? PP.099, PP.100 
GUVEN Y. OP.067, OP.109 
HADZHIGAEV V.  PP.203, PP.204 
HAKIKI H. PP.068, PP.267 
????????????????????? OP.014 
HAKKI C.   OP.063 
HAKKI S.   PP.346 
HALICIOGLU K.  PP.384, PP.402 
HALILI I. PP.014
HAMAMCI O.  OP.070 
HAVZIU F.  PP.014 
HAVZIU H. PP.014 
HAYIRCI GK.  PP.234 
HAZAR BODRUMLU E.  OP.035 
HAZAR E.  PP.257 
HENDEK MK.  PP.353 
HERDEM G.  PP.057 
HETA N.    PP.087 
HETA S. PP.087 
HEZENCI Y.  PP.384 
HONCIUC M.  PP.368 
?????????????? ??? PP.146 
HOSIC Z.   OP.053 
HRISTOV I.   PP.126, PP.130 
HRISTOV S.   PP.130 
HRISTOVA S.  PP.276 
HRISTOVSKI G.  OP.120 
HRISTOZOVA M.  OP.150 
????????????????? OP.007, PP.313, PP.320 
HYSENAJ N.  PP.121, PP.270 
HYSI D.  OP.174, PP.119, PP.120,  
 PP.156 
HYSI N.    PP.256 
IATROU I.  LP.023 
IDZAHI K.  PP.251 
IGIC M.  OP.031, PP.117, PP.365 
ILHAN MB.  PP.114 
ILIC D.  OP.028, PP.046, PP.047
ILIC J.  PP.011, PP.284 
????-?? ????????????? PP.315 
ILIEV G.   PP.152 
ILJOVSKA S.  PP.160, PP.321 
? ????????????????????????? PP.057 
INAN O.  PP.346 
INTZES L.  PP.245 
IOANID N.   PP.349 
IOANNIDIS D.  OP.081 
IORDANOVA DIMOVA M.  OP.074 
ISLER SC.  OP.084 
ISUFI A.  PP.013, PP.164, PP.254 
ISUFI R.  PP.287 
IVANOVA A.   OP.027 
IVANOVA D.  PP.126 
IVANOVA V.   PP.093 
???????? PP.016, PP.017 
JANEV E.  OP.142 
JANEVA  A.  PP.266 
JANEVSKA S.   PP.159 
?????? ?? PP.133, PP.134, PP.231 
??????? ?? PP.375 
???????????? PP.029, PP.328 
JANKULOVSKA M.  OP.189
JEREMIC KNEZEVIC M.    PP.051, PP.074 
JEREMIC M.   PP.325 
JOKANOVIC V.  OP.128 
????? ???????? PP.259 
????? ???????? PP.133, PP.134 
JOTIC A.  PP.292 
JOVANOVIC I.  OP.129 
?????????? ?? PP.026, PP.359 
JOVANOVSKA M.   PP.332 
JOVIC N.   PP.284 
JULOSKI J.   PP.015 
KABAKTCHIEVA R.  OP.178 
KAHRAMAN F.   OP.072 
KAHRAMAN FB. PP.411 
????????????????? PP.333 
KALAITSIDOU I.  PP.299, PP.300 
KALAITZOGLOU ME.  PP.303 
KALANTIDIS K.  PP.207 
KALFAS S.  OP.191 
KALKAN Y.   OP.054, PP.366 
KAMALAKIDIS SN. LP.007 
??????????????? PP.067, PP.240 
KANAZIRSKA P.   PP.065, PP.066 
KANAZIRSKI N.   PP.066 
KANBER M. OP.184, OP.186 
KANG B-C.   LP.017 
KANJEVAC T.  PP.188, PP.243, PP.258,  
PP.376 
KANOUSAKI D. OP.146
KANSU G.  PP.129 
KANTIRANIS N.  OP.127 
KANURKOVA L.  PP.021 
KAPLAN MH. PP.056 
KAPUR POJSKIC L.  PP.252 
KAPUSEVSKA  B.  OP.172, OP.190 
KARA C.     PP.110 
KARA HB.  PP.198, PP.199 
KARA NB.  PP.336 
KARA O.  PP.199 
KARA T.  OP.086 
??????????? PP.195, PP.201 
KARABE??????????? PP.183, PP.184, PP.410,  
PP.411 
KARABEY U.   PP.140 
KARACAER O.    PP.136, PP.185 
?????????????? PP.234, PP.235 
KARAISKOU G.   PP.127 
KARAKAYA E.  PP.306 
KARAKAYA O.  PP.387 
KARAKOSTAS P.  OP.151 
KARAKOYUNLU AF.  PP.401 
KARAMAN A.  OP.069 
KARAMAN E. PP.170, PP.181, PP.414
KARAMOUZOS A.  PP.004 
KARANASIOU C.  PP.412 
KARAPINAR G.   PP.128 
KARASAN D.  PP.194 
KARATHANOS G.  PP.403 
KARATZIOULAS K. PP.179 
KARCHED M.  OP.103 
KARIOTAKI M.  PP.406 
KASAPOGLU C.   PP.148 
???? ????????? OP.046 
KATIKARIDIS G.  PP.278 
KATSAROU A.  OP.173, OP.185 
KATSOUDA M.   PP.372 
KAVADIA-TSATALA S. PP.361 
KAYA C.  PP.088 
KAYA G.  PP.382, PP.400 
KAYA RT.  PP.382, PP.400 
????????? ??? OP.004 
??????????????? OP.078 
KAZAKOVA R.   PP.033, PP.204 
KEKLIKCI H.   OP.066 
?????????? OP.155 
KELMENDI M.   OP.174, PP.012, PP.311 
KELMENDI S.    PP.012, PP.013, PP.311 
KEMAL M.  OP.124 
KEMER DOGAN ES.  OP.057, OP.101 
KEREZOUDIS NP.   PP.230 
KERIM M.  OP.011 
KESER G.  OP.073, PP.263
KESIM B.  OP.051 
KESSOPOULOU E.  PP.305 
KICHEVA M.  PP.364 
???????????? ??? PP.173, PP.350 
KIOULPEKIDOU T.  OP.081 
KIRILOVA J.  PP.037, PP.228 
KIROV D.     PP.037 
??????????????? PP.342, PP.343 
KISACIK B.  OP.104 
KISERI B. OP.093 
KISSOV C.  PP.033, PP.204 
KISSOV H.  OP.150 
KIVRAK  TC.  PP.163 
KIVRAK ?.  PP.267, PP.301 
KIZILTAS MV.  OP.169 
KNEZEVIC A.  PP.074 
KOBASLIJA S.   OP.053, PP.313, PP.320,  
 PP.334 
??????? PP.067, PP.240 
?????? ??? PP.257 
KOCAK NA.  OP.019, OP.055, OP.135 
????????? PP.257 
KOCOVSKI D.  PP.041, PP.049, PP.196 
KOEV Y. OP.178
KOIDIS P.  OP.060, OP.127, OP.145,  
 OP.146, PP.197, PP.200 
???????? OP.068, PP.410 
KOKOCEVA-IVANOVSKA O.  OP.048, OP.189,  
 OP.190 
KOLA D.  OP.159 
KOLAR J.  PP.026 
KOLOKOTRONIS A.    OP.140, OP.151, OP.152,  
PP.277 
KOLSUZ ME.  OP.014, OP.033 
KONDEVA V.   PP.082, PP.085, PP.308,  
PP.309 
KONGO E.   LP.028 
KONGO P.  OP.038 
KONONEN E.    OP.054 
KONSTANTOPOULOU C.   OP.059 
KONTOGIANNIS TG.   PP.230 
KONTONASAKI E.  OP.127, OP.145 
KONTOPOULOS K.  PP.018 
KORKMAZ TORUN E.   PP.157 
KORKUT E.  OP.008, OP.024, OP.108,  
PP.086, PP.316 
KORKUT E.  OP.187, OP.188 
KORUYUCU M.  OP.046 
KOSANOVIC D.  PP.040, PP.281 
?????????? PP.111 
KOSEVA B.  PP.150 
?????????? PP.390 
KOSTIC M.  PP.117
KOTSILKOV K.   PP.094, PP.104 
KOUGIAS K.  OP.148 
KOUKI M.  OP.059 
KOUNTOURAS K.  OP.094 
KOURAMAS AD.  PP.227 
KOURAMAS G.     PP.227 
KOUROS P. OP.002, PP.061 
KOUROUKLIS G.  OP.127 
KOURTIS S.  PP.127 
KOUTROULI A.  PP.318 
KOUTSAMANI M.   OP.162, OP.165 
KOUTSONAS MG.   PP.344 
KOUVELIOTIS  G.  PP.127 
KOVACEVSKA DR.  PP.150 
KOVACEVSKA G.  PP.021, PP.150 
KOVACEVSKA I.  OP.034, PP.043, PP.049,  
PP.142, PP.160, PP.162,  
PP.232, PP.266 
KOVACEVSKI A.  PP.150 
KOVACEVSKI N.      PP.021, PP.150 
KOZARIDOU M.  PP.304, PP.407 
KRASTEVA Si.  PP.362 
KRASTEVA St.  PP.362 
?????????? PP.025, PP.258, PP.259
KUBILAY ISIK B.  PP.268 
KUCUK F.  OP.112 
????????? OP.044 
KUCUKASLAN D.  OP.006       
???????????????? OP.065, PP.253 
KUL FM.   PP.306 
KULEKCI G.   OP.109 
KURGAN S.  OP.183, PP.351 
KUROS V.  PP.408 
????????????????? OP.086 
KURT A.  OP.163, OP.169 
????????? ?? OP.044 
KURU L.  PP.109, PP.111, PP.112,  
 PP.113, PP.114, PP.116 
KUZMANOVIC PFICER J.  OP.056, PP.292 
KUZUMI E.  OP.012 
KUZUMI R.  OP.012 
KYPRIANOU C.  OP.119 
LACEVIC A.  OP.179, PP.252 
LAKO M.  PP.012 
LAMBRIANIDIS T.  OP.042 
LAMPRIDI V. PP.200 
LATROUDIS P.  PP.304 
LAZIC E.  PP.018 
LAZIC Z.   PP.210 
LEATA R.  PP.393 
????????? PP.029, PP.258, PP.328,  
 PP.363 
LEE E-J. LP.017
LEE J-S. LP.017 
LEVCO S.  PP.285 
LEVI J. PP.305 
LIASI I.  PP.392, PP.394 
LIATOS K.  PP.408 
LIGNOU S.  OP.138 
LILLIS T.  PP.295 
?????????????? PP.308, PP.309 
LIOLIOU EA.   PP.193 
LIOSATOU R.  OP.094 
LOLI C.  PP.403 
LONDOU A.   PP.076 
LONGUROVA N.  PP.142, PP.160 
LOUBRINIS N.  PP.395 
LUCHIAN I.  PP.354, PP.356, PP.370 
??????????? PP.246 
LYAPINA M.   PP.276 
MACIT SN.    PP.144 
MAGAT G.  PP.071 
MAJSTOROVIC N.  PP.018 
MAKRIGIANNIS I.  PP.406 
????? ????? ??? PP.231 
????????????? PP.026 
??????????????? OP.103
MANCHOROV? N.   PP.154 
MANDALI G.  OP.095 
MANDIC J. PP.040, PP.281 
???????????? PP.001, PP.040, PP.281 
MANIATAKOS P.  PP.395 
MANOLAKIS K. OP.148 
MANOUKAKIS I.    PP.392, PP.394 
MANOUKAKIS T.  PP.392, PP.394 
MARAGKOU KL.  PP.247 
MARATHIOTIS K.  PP.383 
MARCOU V.  PP.406 
MARCU D.   PP.028 
??????????????? PP.030 
MARKOVA K.  PP.236 
???????????? OP.128, OP.129, PP.074,  
PP.315, PP.317, PP.325 
MARKOVIC E. PP.317 
??????????? PP.319, PP.320, PP.334 
MARTINOVIC B.   PP.373 
MARTU I.  PP.354, PP.356, PP.357,  
PP.358 
MARTU S.  PP.348, PP.349, PP.354,  
PP.356, PP.357, PP.358,  
PP.368, PP.370, PP.369 
MARTU-STEFANACHE MA.   OP.005, OP.058, PP.347,  
PP.358, PP.368 
MASTROGIANNI A.  OP.060 
MATIAKIS A.   LP.006, OP.079, OP.081,  
OP.140, OP.151, OP.152, 
PP.271, PP.278 
MATIC PETROVIC S.  OP.056 
MATIJEVIC S.  PP.031, PP.083 
MAXIM DC.   OP.005 
MAZINIS E.  OP.042 
????????? PP.046, PP.047, PP.139 
MELAKOPOULOS I. PP.219 
MELIH ATES SM.  OP.096 
MELIKIDIS I.  LP.027 
MERCUT V. PP.421, PP.422, PP.423 
????????? OP.170, OP.171 
MESEMANOLI Z.  PP.277 
????????????????? OP.072 
MICHAELIDIS I.   PP.294 
MICHOU A.  PP.405 
MICHOU S.  OP.094 
MIHALAS E.   OP.111 
MIHAYLOVA I.   PP.027, PP.032 
MIHAYLOVA Z. PP.090 
MIJOSKA  A.  OP.172 
MIJOSKA A.   OP.190 
MIJOVSKA A.  OP.142, OP.189 
MIKIC M.     PP.222 
??????????? PP.051, PP.100
MILEUSNIC I.  OP.090, PP.097, PP.098,  
PP.123, PP.132, PP.273 
??????????????? PP.139 
MILINKOVIC N.    PP.132 
MILOJKOVIC Z.   PP.373 
?????????????? ??? PP.188 
MILOSAVLJEVIC Z.  PP.376 
MILOSEVIC M.  PP.365, PP.380 
MILOSEVIC O.     PP.018 
MILOSHEVSKI N.    PP.159 
MINOVSKA A.   OP.077, PP.039, PP.102,  
 PP.217, PP.218 
MIRCEA NICOLAU A.  PP.393 
MIRJANA DJURICKOVIC M. PP.375 
??????????? PP.099, PP.100 
MISIRLIOGLU M.   OP.100 
?????????? PP.030, PP.034, PP.035,  
 PP.155 
MITIC K.   OP.142 
MITSOPOULOS L.  PP.408 
MLACHKOVA A.  PP.364 
MLADENOV M.  PP.153 
MLADENOVIC I.  LP.003, OP.061 
MLADENOVIC R.   PP.373 
MOISEI M.  PP.357, PP.369 
MOKHTARI TAVANA A.  PP.161 
MOKHTARI TAVANA PY.  PP.124 
MOLDOVEANU B.  LP.012 
MORALI A.  PP.294
MOSCHOU A.   PP.318 
MOSTOVEI A.  PP.213, PP.214, PP.215 
MOSTOVEI M.    PP.216 
MOURAD D.   OP.045 
MOURATOGLOU A.   OP.001 
MOUZA AM.  OP.162, OP.165 
MPAKALI E.  PP.105 
MURATOVSKA I.      OP.175, PP.102, PP.324 
MUSURLIEVA N.  PP.020, PP.269 
MUTLU KUL F.  PP.233 
NACOPOULOS C.  OP.122 
NAKA O. LP.026, LP.004, OP.130,  
 PP.221 
NALBANT AD.  OP.110 
NALE T.  OP.015 
??????????????????? OP.073, OP.157, PP.062,  
 PP.125, PP.263, PP.264 
NASHKOVA S.  PP.041, PP.321 
NASTI A.    PP.174 
NASTOU C.  PP.405 
NAZ YETA E.  G PP.096 
NEDELJKOVIC N.  PP.018 
NEDEVA D.  PP.276 
NEGRUTIU L. OP.164
NEICHEV D.  PP.093 
NGANGA SW.  PP.366 
NICOLAICIUC O.  PP.348, PP.370 
NIGAR GUNCU G.  OP.105 
NIKOLIC JAKOBA N.  PP.210, PP.359 
???????? ??? PP.030, PP.035, PP.375 
NIKOLOVSKI B.  OP.077, OP.102, PP.102,  
PP.217, PP.218 
NIZAM N.  OP.155 
NOGO-????????????? PP.025, PP.243 
NTABARAKIS N.  OP.088 
NTOVAS P.  PP.395 
OANA-CELLA A.   PP.146 
OANTA C.  PP.348 
OBRADOVIC DJURICIC K.  PP.046, PP.047, PP.139 
OBRADOVIC R.  OP.031, PP.365, PP.380 
OGLAKCI B.  PP.418 
OGUZ AHMET BS.  PP.417 
????????????? ?? OP.073, PP.263 
OIKONOMOU I.   OP.059 
?????? ????? OP.100 
???????????? OP.072 
OKTE Z.  PP.310 
????????? PP.306 
?????????? PP.091, PP.233 
??????? ?? PP.077 
OKUTAN Y.   OP.132 
OLGAC V.  PP.109 
????????????? OP.062, OP.065, PP.092
???????? PP.345 
ONCUL AMT.   PP.301 
????????? OP.183, PP.351 
ONER M.   OP.066 
ONGOZ DEDE F.   OP.062, OP.168 
ORDU MA.   PP.158 
ORDUYILMAZ F.  OP.044 
ORHAN K. OP.126, OP.033, OP.153,  
PP.068, PP.312 
ORHAN O.  OP.014 
??????????? PP.036, PP.306 
OZAN G.   PP.088 
???????????? PP.077 
????????? PP.086 
OZCAN S.  OP.068, OP.076, PP.071,  
PP.268 
?????????????? OP.098 
OZDEMIR IA.  PP.137 
??????????   OP.045 
??????????? PP.192 
?????????? OP.098, PP.149 
???????????? PP.172 
OZEL GS.  PP.417 
???????? PP.367
OZER H.   OP.024, OP.108, PP.316 
????????????????? OP.086 
OZKALAYCI N. OP.071 
OZKAN S.   PP.002, PP.022 
OZKOMUR A.  OP.049 
???????????? OP.041 
OZSOY UCAR SU. OP.092 
?????? ?? OP.041 
OZTAS DD.  PP.053, PP.054, PP.055 
?????????? PP.180 
OZTURK D.  PP.113 
OZTURK OZENER H.  PP.106, PP.113 
OZYILMAZ OY.  PP.198, PP.199 
??????????? PP.016, PP.017 
PAJIC S.   OP.083 
PALAGHIAS G.  PP.004 
PANAGIOTOU E.  PP.274 
PANAYIOTOU EF.  PP.344 
PANAYIOTOU N.  PP.341 
PANTAZI A.  PP.274 
PANTELAS G. LP.031 
PANTELIDOU O.  OP.043, PP.251, PP.318 
PAPA P.  PP.087 
PAPADAKI M.  PP.392, PP.394 
PAPADIMITRIOU I.  OP.075, OP.106, OP.118,  
 OP.173, OP.185 
PAPADIMITRIOU K.  PP.305 
PAPADOPOULOS A.   PP.009 
PAPADOPOULOS M. PP.383
PAPADOPOULOU A.  PP.122, PP.182 
PAPADOPOULOU L.  OP.127 
PAPAEMMANOUIL G.  OP.130 
PAPAKOCA G.  PP.049 
PAPAKOCA K.  PP.049, PP.196 
PAPAKOSTA V.  PP.298 
PAPALEXIOU D.  PP.296 
PAPANDREOPOULOU M.  PP.360 
PAPASTAMOS M.  PP.191 
PAPAZOGLOU K.  PP.191 
?????? ??? PP.246 
PARASKEVOPOULOS K.  OP.127 
PASARIN L.  PP.348, PP.349, PP.356,  
 PP.369 
PASCHALIDOU E.   PP.330 
PASCHALIDOU M.  OP.180, PP.330 
PATARGIA I.  OP.138 
PAVLEVSKA M.   OP.189, PP.159 
PAVLOU AM.  OP.140, OP.152, PP.277 ,  
 PP.403 
PAVLOV B.   PP.126, PP.187 
PAVLOVA J.   PP.152 
PAVLOVIC M.  PP.097, PP.098, PP.123,  
PP.132
PAXOYMIS G.  PP.408 
PAZAITOU-PANAYIOTOU K.   PP.299 
????????????? PP.178 
PEHLIVANLAR F.   PP.192 





PELEKANOS S.    PP.191 
PEPLA E.  PP.164 
PERIC T.  PP.317 
PERLEA P.  LP.020 
??????????????? PP.315 
PETCU A.  OP.111 
PETKOVA D.   PP.236 
PETKOVA E.   PP.276 
PETKOVA M.  PP.265, PP.286 
PETKOVA S.   PP.089 
PETKOVIC-CURCIN A.  PP.209 
PETKOVSKA R.  OP.102 
PETRIDIS A.  PP.105 
PETRO E.    OP.174, PP.119, PP.120,  
PP.156, PP.311 
PETROU I.  PP.383 
PETROVA B.   PP.065 
PETROVIC B.  PP.317 
PETROVIC M.  OP.090 
PETROVIC R. OP.028
PETROVIC SM.  PP.292 
???????????? PP.315, PP.317 
PETROVSKA J.  PP.019 
PETROVSKI D.  PP.019 
PETROVSKI M.  PP.039, PP.196, PP.232,  
PP.275 
PHILALITHIS A. OP.162 
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